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1–D Schro¨dinger operators with local interactions
on a discrete set
Aleksey Kostenko and Mark Malamud
Abstract
Spectral properties of 1-D Schro¨dinger operators HX,α := − d2dx2 +
∑
xn∈X αnδ(x − xn)
with local point interactions on a discrete set X = {xn}∞n=1 are well studied when d∗ :=
infn,k∈N |xn − xk| > 0. Our paper is devoted to the case d∗ = 0. We consider HX,α in the
framework of extension theory of symmetric operators by applying the technique of boundary
triplets and the corresponding Weyl functions.
We show that the spectral properties of HX,α like self-adjointness, discreteness, and lower
semiboundedness correlate with the corresponding spectral properties of certain classes of
Jacobi matrices. Based on this connection, we obtain necessary and sufficient conditions for
the operators HX,α to be self-adjoint, lower-semibounded, and discrete in the case d∗ = 0.
The operators with δ′-type interactions are investigated too. The obtained results demon-
strate that in the case d∗ = 0, as distinguished from the case d∗ > 0, the spectral properties
of the operators with δ and δ′-type interactions are substantially different.
Keywords: Schro¨dinger operator, local point interaction, self-adjointness, lower semibounded-
ness, discreteness
AMS Subject classification: 34L05, 34L40, 47E05, 47B25, 47B36, 81Q10
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31 Introduction
Differential operators with point interactions arise in various physical applications as exactly
solvable models that describe complicated physical phenomena (numerous results as well as a
comprehensive list of references may be found in [3, 4, 16]). An important class of such operators
is formed by the differential operators with the coefficients having singular support on a disjoint
set of points. The most known examples are the operators HX,α,q and HX,β,q associated with the
formal differential expressions
ℓX,α,q := − d
2
dx2
+ q(x) +
∑
xn∈X
αnδn, ℓX,β,q := − d
2
dx2
+ q(x) +
∑
xn∈X
βn(·, δ′n)δ′n, (1.1)
where δn := δ(x − xn) and δ is a Dirac delta-function. These operators describe δ- and δ′-
interactions, respectively, on a discrete set X = {xn}n∈I ⊂ R, and the coefficients αn, βn ∈ R
are called the strengths of the interaction at the point x = xn. Investigation of these models was
originated by Kronig and Penney [34] and Grossmann et. al. [21] (see also [17]), respectively. In
particular, the ”Kronig–Penney model” (ℓX,α,q with X = Z, αn ≡ α, and q ≡ 0) provides a simple
model for a nonrelativistic electron moving in a fixed crystal lattice.
There are several ways to associate the operators with ℓX,α,q and ℓX,β,q. For example, a δ-
interaction at a point x = x0 may be defined using the form method, that is the operator − d2dx2 +
α0δ(x− x0) is defined as an operator associated in L2(R) with the quadratic form
t[f ] =
∫
R
|f ′(t)|2dt+ α0|f(x0)|2, f ∈ W 12 (R).
Another way to introduce a local interaction at x0 is to consider a symmetric operator Hmin :=
H−min ⊕ H+min, where H−min and H+min are the minimal operators generated by − d
2
dx2
in L2(−∞, x0)
and L2(x0,+∞), respectively, and to impose boundary conditions connecting x0+ and x0−.
Both these methods have disadvantages if the set X is infinite. The form method works only
for the case of lower semibounded operators. If we apply the method of boundary conditions,
then the corresponding minimal operator Hmin has infinite deficiency indices and the description
of self-adjoint extensions of Hmin is rather complicated problem in this case.
An alternative approach was proposed recently in [9] (see also [40] for the case of δ-type
interactions). Namely, the operators with general local interactions on a discrete set X were
defined as self-adjoint extensions such that the Lagrange brackets [f, g] := f(x)g′(x) − f ′(x)g(x)
are continuous on R for arbitrary elements f, g from the domain. It was shown in [9, 40] that
classical Sturm–Liouville theory with all its fundamental objects can be generalized to include
local point interactions. In particular, the Weyl’s alternative has been established in this case.
Nevertheless, to the best of our knowledge there are only a few results that describe the spectral
properties of operators with local interactions in the case d∗ = 0, where
d∗ := inf
i,j∈I
|xi − xj | = 0. (1.2)
Let us present a brief historical overview. Note that we are interested in the case when the
set X is infinite (the case |X| < ∞ is considered in great detail in [3]). First we need some
notation. Let I be the semi axis, I = [0,+∞), and let X = {xn}∞n=1 ⊂ I be a strictly increasing
4sequence, xn+1 > xn, n ∈ N, such that xn → +∞. We denote dn := xn − xn−1, x0 := 0,
and assume q ∈ L2loc[0,+∞). In L2(I), the minimal symmetric operators HX,α,q and HX,β,q are
naturally associated with (1.1). Namely, define the operators H0X,α,q and H
0
X,β,q by the differential
expression
τq := − d
2
dx2
+ q(x) (1.3)
on the domains, respectively,
dom(H0X,α,q) =
{
f ∈ W 2,2comp(I \X) : f ′(0) = 0,
f(xn+) = f(xn−)
f ′(xn+)− f ′(xn−) = αnf(xn) , n ∈ N
}
, (1.4)
dom(H0X,β,q) =
{
f ∈ W 2,2comp(I \X) : f ′(0) = 0,
f ′(xn+) = f ′(xn−)
f(xn+)− f(xn−) = βnf ′(xn) , n ∈ N
}
. (1.5)
Let HX,α,q and HX,β,q be the closure of H
0
X,α,q and H
0
X,β,q, respectively. In general, the operators
HX,α,q and HX,β,q are symmetric but not automatically self-adjoint, even in the case q ≡ 0.
Spectral analysis of HX,α,q and HX,β,q consists (at least partially) of the following problems:
(a) Finding self-adjointness criteria for HX,α,q and HX,β,q and description of self-adjoint extensions
if the deficiency indices HX,α,q and HX,β,q are nontrivial.
(b) Lower semiboundedness of the operators HX,α,q and HX,β,q.
(c) Discreteness of the spectra of the operators HX,α,q and HX,β,q.
(d) Characterization of continuous, absolutely continuous, and singular parts of the spectra of
the operators HX,α,q and HX,β,q.
(e) Resolvent comparability of the operators HX,α(1),q and HX,α(2),q with α
(1) 6= α(2).
In the present paper, we confine ourselves to the case of bounded potentials q ∈ L∞(I). Let us
note that the case of unbounded q was studied in [7, 9, 18, 45] and the case of q being a W 2,−1loc (I)
distribution was studied in [22, 23, 43, 44] (see also the references therein). More precisely, it is
shown in [9] (see also [40]) that n±(HX,α,q) ≤ 1 and the deficiency indices may be characterized
in terms of the limit point and the limit circle classification for the endpoint x = +∞. Brasche
[7, Theorem 1] proved that HX,α,q is self-adjoint and lower semibounded if the potential q is lower
semibounded and the strengths αn, n ∈ N, are nonnegative. Assuming the condition d∗ > 0,
Gesztesy and Kirsch [18], Christ and Stolz [45] (see also [9]) established self-adjointness of HX,α,q
for several classes of unbounded potentials q. In particular, Gesztesy and Kirsch [18, Theorem
3.1] proved that HX,α,q = H
∗
X,α,q if q ∈ L∞(I) and d∗ > 0 (other proofs are given in [29] and [45]).
Moreover, Christ and Stolz [45, pp. 495–496] showed that the condition d∗ > 0 cannot be dropped
there even if q ≡ 0. More precisely, they proved that n±(HX,α,0) = 1 if dn = 1n and αn = −2n− 1,
n ∈ N. Note also that self-adjointness of HX,α,0 with arbitrary X = {xn}∞n=1 ⊂ I was erroneously
stated without proof in [36].
Finally, we emphasize that in contrast to δ-type interactions the operator HX,β,0 is self-adjoint
for arbitrary {βn}∞n=1 ⊂ R (see [9, Theorem 4.7]). Let us also mention the recent papers [5, 41]
dealing with spectral properties of Hamiltonians with δ′-interactions on compact subsets of R with
Lebesgue measure zero.
5In the present paper, we investigate problems (a)−(c) and (e) in the case d∗ = 0 and q ∈ L∞(R)
(we postpone the study of the case of unbounded q as well as the problem (d) to our forthcoming
paper). We consider the operators with point interactions in the framework of extension theory
of symmetric operators. This approach allows one to treat the operators HX,α,q and HX,β,q as
self-adjoint (or symmetric) extensions of the minimal operator
Hmin := ⊕n∈NHn, Hn = − d
2
dx2
+ q(x), dom(Hn) =W
2,2
0 [xn−1, xn], (1.6)
being a direct sum of symmetric operators Hn with deficiency indices n±(Hn) = 2.
We investigate these operators by applying the technique of boundary triplets and the corre-
sponding Weyl functions (see Section 2 for precise definitions). This new approach to extension
theory of symmetric operators has been appeared and elaborated during the last three decades
(see [20, 13, 14, 8] and references therein). The main ingredient is an abstract version of the Green
formula for the adjoint A∗ of a symmetric operator A (see formula (2.1)). A boundary triplet for
A∗ always exists whenever n+(A) = n−(A), though it is not unique. Its role in extension theory is
similar to that of a coordinate system in analytic geometry. It enables one to describe self-adjoint
extensions in terms of (abstract) boundary conditions in place of the second J. von Neumann
formula, though this description is simple and adequate only for a suitable choice of a bound-
ary triplet. Note that construction of a suitable boundary triplet is a rather difficult problem if
n±(A) =∞.
This approach was first applied to the spectral analysis of HX,α,q by Kochubei in [30]. More
precisely, he proved that in the case d∗ > 0 (and q ∈ L∞(I)) a boundary triplet Π for H∗min can be
chosen as a direct sum of triplets Πn defined by (4.5), that is Π := {H,Γ0,Γ1} := ⊕∞n=1Πn, where
H := ⊕n∈NHn, Γ0 := ⊕n∈NΓ(n)0 , Γ1 := ⊕n∈NΓ(n)1 . (1.7)
Based on this construction, he gave an alternative proof of the self-adjointness of HX,α,0 (see [18,
Theorem 3.1]) and investigated the problem (e) as well.
The main difficulty in extending this approach to the case d∗ = 0 (or unbounded q) is the
construction of a suitable boundary triplet for the operator H∗min (see [29, 30]). It looks natural
that the triplet Π = {H,Γ0,Γ1} defined by (1.7) and (4.5) forms a boundary triplet for H∗min
in this case too. Indeed, Green’s identity holds for f, g ∈ dom(H∗min) with compact supports in
I. However, dom(Γ0) ∩ dom(Γ1) is only a proper part of dom(H∗min) and the boundary mapping
Γ := {Γ0,Γ1} cannot be extended onto dom(H∗min) if d∗ = 0. In this case, erroneous construction
of a boundary triplet for H∗min was announced in [36] (see Remark 4.2). Note also that the first
example the operator (1.6) with q /∈ L∞ and such that Π is not a boundary triplet for H∗min was
given in [29].
Recently Neidhardt and one of the authors proved that the triplet of the form (1.7) becomes
a boundary triplet after appropriate regularization of the mappings Γ
(n)
0 and Γ
(n)
1 , n ∈ N (see
[35, Theorem 5.3]). Starting with this result, we investigate the problem in full generality. More
precisely, we show that in general Π = {H,Γ0,Γ1} of the form (1.7) is only a boundary relation in
the sense of [12] and we find a criterion for Π to form a boundary triplet for H∗min. Moreover, we
present a general regularization procedure that enables us to construct a suitable boundary triplet
Π for H∗min in the form Π = ⊕∞n=1Πn. Namely, in this boundary triplet the sets of Hamiltonians
HX,α,0 and HX,β,0 are parameterized by means of certain classes of Jacobi (tri-diagonal) matrices
6(the construction from [35] leads to multi-diagonal matrices). In turn, the latter leads to a
correlation between spectral properties of the Hamiltonians (1.1) and the corresponding Jacobi
matrices. Note that another technique for analyzing spectral properties of HX,α,0 and HX,β,0 by
means of second order difference operators was proposed by Phariseau [42] (see also [3, Chapter
III.2.1]).
More precisely, in the case of δ-interactions, we show that the spectral properties of the operator
HX,α,0 are closely connected with the corresponding spectral properties of the Jacobi matrix
BX,α =

r−21
(
α1 +
1
d1
+ 1
d2
)
(r1r2d2)
−1 0 . . .
(r1r2d2)
−1 r−22
(
α2 +
1
d2
+ 1
d3
)
(r2r3d3)
−1 . . .
0 (r2r3d3)
−1 r−23
(
α3 +
1
d3
+ 1
d4
)
. . .
. . . . . . . . . . . .
 , (1.8)
where rn =
√
dn + dn+1, n ∈ N. We first show that n±(HX,α,0) = n±(BX,α) (Theorem 5.4) and
hence that n±(HX,α,0) ≤ 1 (cf. [40, 9]). Combining this with the Carleman criterion, we arrive at
the following result (see Proposition 5.7):
the operator HX,α,q with δ-interactions is self-adjoint for any α = {αn}n∈N ⊂ R provided that∑
n∈N
d2n =∞ and q ∈ L∞(I).
This result is sharp. Namely, (see Proposition 5.11):
if
∑
n∈N d
2
n < ∞ and X = {xn}n∈N satisfies also some concave assumptions, then there exists
α = {αn}n∈N such that the operator HX,α,0 is symmetric with n±(HX,α,0) = 1.
Moreover, we show that the equality n±(HX,α,0) = 1 yields that the strengths αn cannot tend
to ∞ very fast (Proposition 5.13). This situation is illustrated by Example 5.12. More precisely,
let HX,α,0 be the minimal closed symmetric operator associated with the differential expression
ℓX,α,0, where I = R+ and X = {xn}n∈N is defined by dn = xn − xn−1 := 1n , n ∈ N. Then
(i) n±(HX,α,0) = 0 if either αn ≤ −(4n+ 2) +O(n−1) or αn ≥ −Cn−1 with some C > 0,
(ii) n±(HX,α,0) = 1 if αn = −a(4n + 2) +O(n−1) with a ∈ (0, 1).
The latter enables us to construct a positive potential q > 0 (see Section 7) such that the operator
HX,α,q with αn = −4n − 2 and dn = xn − xn−1 = 1/n is symmetric with n±(HX,α,q) = 1. This
shows that self-adjointness of HX,α,0 is not stable under positive perturbations in the case d∗ = 0
(in the case d∗ > 0, it was shown in [18, Theorem 3.1] that self-adjointness of HX,α,0 is stable
under perturbations by a wide class of potentials q).
Further, in the case d∗ = 0 we solve the problems (b) and (c) in terms of the Jacobi operators
(1.8). Namely, we show that the operator HX,α,0 is lower semibounded if and only if the operator
BX,α is also lower semibounded. As for discreteness of the spectrum of HX,α,0, we first note that
any self-adjoint extension of HX,α,0 has discrete spectrum whenever n±(HX,α,0) = 1. In the case
HX,α,0 = H
∗
X,α,0, the operator HX,α,0 has discrete spectrum if and only if dn → 0 and BX,α is
discrete (Theorem 5.17).
Using recent advances in the spectral theory of unbounded Jacobi operators (see [24, 25, 11]),
we obtain necessary and sufficient conditions for discreteness and lower semiboundedness of the
7operator HX,α,0 in the case d∗ = 0. We show that condition
αn
dn + dn+1
≥ C, n ∈ N, for some C ∈ R, (1.9)
is sufficient for semiboundedness. If d∗ > 0, then (1.9) reads infn∈N αn > −∞ and it is also
necessary (see [7] and also Corollary 5.25). If d∗ = 0, then the situation becomes more complicated.
In Proposition 5.28, we show that the operator HX,α,0 might be non-semibounded even if αn → 0.
Further (see Proposition 5.34), the operator HX,α,0 = H
∗
X,α,0 is discrete provided that
lim
n→∞
dn = 0, lim
n→∞
|αn|
dn
=∞, and lim
n→∞
1
dnαn
> −1
4
. (1.10)
The third condition in (1.10) is sharp (cf. Remark 5.27). Besides, (1.10) implies that HX,α,0 may
be discrete if α = {αn}n∈N is bounded. Also (1.10) enables us to construct operators, which are
discrete but not lower semibounded. For instance, the operator HC = − d2dx2−
∑
n∈NC
√
n δ(x−√n)
with C > 8 has discrete spectrum though it is not lower semibounded.
Let us stress that the spectral properties of the operators HX,α,0 and HX,β,0 are completely
different in the case d∗ = 0. This becomes clear because of the structure of the boundary operators
BX,α and BX,β that parameterize the Hamiltonians HX,α,0 and HX,β,0, respectively. Namely, we
show that the spectral properties of the operator with δ′-interactions are closely connected with
the Jacobi matrix
BX,β := R
−1/2
X (I + U
∗)B−1β (I + U)R
−1/2
X , Bβ = diag(−βn − dn), RX = diag(dn), (1.11)
and U is unilateral shift on l2(N). On the other hand, the operator (1.11) is closely connected with
the Krein string spectral theory (see Subsection 2.2). Namely, in the case when βn+dn > 0, n ∈ N,
the difference expression associated with (1.11) describes the motion of the nonhomogeneous string
with the mass distribution
Mβ(x) =
∑
xn−1<x
dn, x ≥ 0; xn − xn−1 = βn + dn, x0 = 0.
Based on this connection, we obtain the following criteria for the operator HX,β,0 to be self-adjoint,
lower semibounded, and discrete1 (Theorem 6.3 and Propositions 6.9, 6.11 and 6.15)
(a) HX,β,0 is self-adjoint if and only if either I = R+ or∑
n∈N
[
dn+1
n∑
i=1
(βi + di)
2
]
=∞.
(b) For the operator HX,β,0 to be lower semibounded it is necessary that
1
βn
≥ −C1dn − 1
dn
, and
1
βn
≥ −C1dn+1 − 1
dn+1
, n ∈ N,
and it is sufficient that
1
βn
≥ −C2min{dn, dn+1}, n ∈ N
with some positive constants C1, C2 > 0 independent of n ∈ N.
(c1) Let I = R+. The spectrum of HX,β,0 is not discrete if one of the following conditions hold
1Here we can consider the case when I is a bounded interval
8• limn→∞ xn
∑∞
j=n d
3
j > 0,
• βn ≥ −Cd3n, n ∈ N, C > 0,
• β−n ≤ −C(d−1n + d−1n+1), n ∈ N, (β−n := βn if βn < 0 and β−n := −∞ if βn > 0).
(c2) If dn + βn ≥ 0 for all n ∈ N, then the spectrum of HX,β,0 is discrete if and only if
lim
n→∞
xn
∞∑
j=n
d3j = 0 and lim
n→∞
xn
∞∑
j=n
(βj + dj) = 0.
Note that (a) and (c2) follow, respectively, from Hamburger’s theorem and Kac–Krein dis-
creteness criterion for the operator (1.11). The results are demonstrated by Example 6.13.
In conclusion let us briefly describe the content of the paper.
Section 2 is preparatory. It contains necessary definitions and statements on theory of boundary
triplets of symmetric operators and the Krein string spectral theory.
In Section 3, for arbitrary family of symmetric operators {Sn}n∈N, we investigate a direct sum
Π = ⊕∞n=1Πn of boundary triplets Πn for S∗n, n ∈ N. We obtain two criteria for Π to form a
boundary triplet for the operator A∗ = ⊕∞1 S∗n and regularization procedures for Πn are given.
Sections 4–6 are devoted to the spectral analysis of operators with δ− and δ′−interactions on
a discrete set X . We confine ourselves to the case q ∈ L∞. In Section 4, we construct boundary
triplets for the operator H∗min. Spectral analysis of the Hamiltonians HX,α,0 and HX,β,0 are provided
in Sections 5 and 6, respectively. More precisely, we study self-adjointness of the minimal operators
HX,α,0 and HX,β,0, discreteness of their spectra, and their lower semiboundedness.
In Section 7, we show that self-adjointness of the operator HX,α,q with δ−interactions is not
stable under perturbation by positive unbounded potentials if d∗ = 0.
Notation. H, H stand for the separable Hilbert spaces. [H,H] denotes the set of bounded
operators from H to H; [H] := [H,H] and Sp(H), p ∈ (0,∞), is the Neumann-Schatten ideal in
[H]. C(H) and C˜(H) are the sets of closed operators and linear relations in H, respectively. Let T
be a linear operator in a Hilbert space H. In what follows, dom(T ), ker(T ), ran(T ) are the domain,
the kernel, the range of T , respectively; σ(T ), ρ(T ), and ρ̂(T ) denote the spectrum, the resolvent
set, and the set of regular type points of T , respectively; RT (λ) := (T − λI)−1, λ ∈ ρ(T ), is the
resolvent of T .
Let X be a discrete subset of I ⊆ R. By W 2,2(I \X), W 2,20 (I \X), and W 2,2loc (I \X) we denote
the Sobolev spaces
W 2,2(I \X) := {f ∈ L2(I) : f, f ′ ∈ ACloc(I \X), f ′′ ∈ L2(I)},
W 2,20 (I \X) := {f ∈ W 2,2(I) : f(xk) = f ′(xk) = 0, for all xk ∈ X},
W 2,2comp(I \X) := {f ∈ W 2,2(I \X) : supp f is compact in I}.
Let I be a subset of Z, I ⊆ Z. We denote by l2(I,H) the Hilbert space of H-valued sequences
such that ‖f‖2 =∑n∈I ‖fn‖2H <∞; l2,0(I,H) is a set of sequences with only finitely many values
being nonzero; we also abbreviate l2 := l2(N,C), l2,0 := l2,0(N,C).
92 Preliminaries
2.1 Boundary triplets and Weyl functions
In this section we briefly review the notion of abstract boundary triplets and associated Weyl
functions in the extension theory of symmetric operators (we refer to [13, 14, 20] for a detailed
study of boundary triplets).
2.1.1 Linear relations, boundary triplets, and self-adjoint extensions
1. The set C˜(H) of closed linear relations inH is the set of closed linear subspaces ofH⊕H. Recall
that dom(Θ) =
{
f : {f, f ′} ∈ Θ}, ran(Θ) = {f ′ : {f, f ′} ∈ Θ}, and mul (Θ) = {f ′ : {0, f ′} ∈ Θ}
are the domain, the range, and the multivalued part of Θ. A closed linear operator A in H is
identified with its graph gr(A), so that the set C(H) of closed linear operators in H is viewed as
a subset of C˜(H). In particular, a linear relation Θ is an operator if and only if mul (Θ) is trivial.
For the definition of the inverse, the resolvent set and the spectrum of linear relations we refer to
[15]. We recall that the adjoint relation Θ∗ ∈ C˜(H) of Θ ∈ C˜(H) is defined by
Θ∗ = {{h, h′} : (f ′, h)H = (f, h′)H for all {f, f ′} ∈ Θ} .
A linear relation Θ is said to be symmetric if Θ ⊂ Θ∗ and self-adjoint if Θ = Θ∗.
For a symmetric linear relation Θ ⊆ Θ∗ in H the multivalued part mul (Θ) is the orthogonal
complement of dom(Θ) in H. Setting Hop := dom(Θ) and H∞ = mul (Θ), one arrives at the
orthogonal decomposition Θ = Θop⊕Θ∞, where Θop is a symmetric operator in Hop and is called
the operator part of Θ, and Θ∞ =
{({0, f ′}) : f ′ ∈ mul (Θ)} is a “pure” linear relation in H∞.
2. Let A be a densely defined closed symmetric operator in the separable Hilbert space H with
equal deficiency indices n±(A) = dimN±i ≤ ∞, Nz := ker(A∗ − z).
Definition 2.1 ([20]). A triplet Π = {H,Γ0,Γ1} is called a boundary triplet for the adjoint
operator A∗ if H is a Hilbert space and Γ0,Γ1 : dom(A∗)→H are bounded linear mappings such
that the abstract Green identity
(A∗f, g)H− (f, A∗g)H = (Γ1f,Γ0g)H − (Γ0f,Γ1g)H, f, g ∈ dom(A∗), (2.1)
holds and the mapping Γ := {Γ0,Γ1} : dom(A∗)→ H⊕H is surjective.
First note that a boundary triplet for A∗ exists since the deficiency indices of A are assumed
to be equal. Moreover, n±(A) = dim(H) and A = A∗ ↾ (ker(Γ0) ∩ ker(Γ1)) hold. Note also that a
boundary triplet for A∗ is not unique.
A closed extension A˜ of A is called proper if A ⊆ A˜ ⊆ A∗. Two proper extensions A˜1
and A˜2 of A are called disjoint if dom(A˜1) ∩ dom(A˜2) = dom(A) and transversal if in addition
dom(A˜1) ∔ dom(A˜2) = dom(A
∗). The set of proper extensions of A is denoted by ExtA. Fixing
a boundary triplet Π one can parameterize the set ExtA in the following way.
Proposition 2.2 ([14]). Let A be as above and let Π = {H,Γ0,Γ1} be a boundary triplet for A∗.
Then the mapping
(ExtA ∋) A˜→ Γdom(A˜) = {{Γ0f,Γ1f} : f ∈ dom(A˜)} =: Θ ∈ C˜(H) (2.2)
establishes a bijective correspondence between the sets Ext A and C˜(H). We put AΘ := A˜ where Θ
is defined by (2.2), i.e. AΘ := A
∗ ↾ Γ−1Θ = A∗ ↾
{
f ∈ dom(A∗) : {Γ0f,Γ1f} ∈ Θ
}
. Then:
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(i) AΘ is symmetric (self–adjoint) if and only if Θ is symmetric, and n±(AΘ) = n±(Θ) holds.
(ii) The extensions AΘ and A0 are disjoint (transversal) if and only if Θ ∈ C(H)
(
Θ ∈ [H]). In
this case AΘ admits a representation AΘ = A
∗ ↾ ker(Γ1 −ΘΓ0).
It follows immediately from Proposition 2.2 that the extensions A0 := A
∗ ↾ ker(Γ0) and A1 :=
A∗ ↾ ker(Γ1) are self-adjoint. Clearly, Aj = AΘj (j = 0, 1), where the subspaces Θ0 := {0} × H
and Θ1 := H× {0} are self-adjoint relations in H. Note that Θ0 is a ”pure” linear relation.
2.1.2 Weyl functions, γ-fields, and Krein type formula for resolvents
1. In [13, 14] the concept of the classical Weyl–Titchmarsh m-function from the theory of
Sturm-Liouville operators was generalized to the case of symmetric operators with equal deficiency
indices. The role of abstract Weyl functions in the extension theory is similar to that of the classical
Weyl–Titchmarsh m-function in the spectral theory of singular Sturm-Liouville operators.
Definition 2.3 ([13]). Let A be a densely defined closed symmetric operator in H with equal
deficiency indices and let Π = {H,Γ0,Γ1} be a boundary triplet for A∗. The operator valued
functions γ : ρ(A0)→ [H,H] and M : ρ(A0)→ [H] defined by
γ(z) :=
(
Γ0 ↾ Nz
)−1
and M(z) := Γ1γ(z), z ∈ ρ(A0), (2.3)
are called the γ-field and the Weyl function, respectively, corresponding to the boundary triplet Π.
The γ-field γ(·) and the Weyl function M(·) in (2.3) are well defined. Moreover, both γ(·) and
M(·) are holomorphic on ρ(A0) and the following relations hold (see [13])
γ(z) =
(
I + (z − ζ)(A0 − z)−1
)
γ(ζ), (2.4)
M(z)−M(ζ)∗ = (z − ζ)γ(ζ)∗γ(z), (2.5)
γ∗(z) = Γ1(A0 − z)−1, z, ζ ∈ ρ(A0). (2.6)
Identity (2.5) yields that M(·) is an RH-function (or Nevanlinna function), that is, M(·) is an
([H]-valued) holomorphic function on C \ R and
Im z · ImM(z) ≥ 0, M(z∗) = M(z), z ∈ C \ R. (2.7)
Besides, it follows from (2.5) that M(·) satisfies 0 ∈ ρ(ImM(z)) for z ∈ C \R. Since A is densely
defined, M(·) admits an integral representation (see, for instance, [14])
M(z) = C0 +
∫
R
(
1
t− z −
t
1 + t2
)
dΣM(t), z ∈ ρ(A0), (2.8)
where ΣM(·) is an operator-valued Borel measure on R satisfying
∫
R
1
1+t2
dΣM(t) ∈ [H] and C0 =
C∗0 ∈ [H]. The integral in (2.8) is understood in the strong sense.
In contrast to spectral measures of self-adjoint operators the measure ΣM(·) is not necessarily
orthogonal. However, the measure ΣM is uniquely determined by the Nevanlinna function M(·).
The operator-valued measure ΣM is called the spectral measure ofM(·). If A is a simple symmetric
operator, then the Weyl function M(·) determines the pair {A,A0} up to unitary equivalence (see
[14, 33]). Due to this fact, spectral properties of A0 can be expressed in terms of M(·).
2. The following result provides a description of resolvents and spectra of proper extensions of
the operator A in terms of the Weyl function M(·) and the corresponding boundary parameters.
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Proposition 2.4 ([13]). For any Θ ∈ C˜(H) the following Krein type formula holds
(AΘ − z)−1 − (A0 − z)−1 = γ(z)(Θ−M(z))−1γ∗(z), z ∈ ρ(A0) ∩ ρ(AΘ). (2.9)
Moreover, if z ∈ ρ(A0), then
z ∈ σi(AΘ) ⇔ 0 ∈ σi(Θ−M(z)), i ∈ {p, c, r}.
Formula (2.9) is a generalization of the well known Krein formula for canonical resolvents (cf.
[2]). We note also that all objects in (2.9) are expressed in terms of the boundary triplet Π.
The following result is deduced from (2.9)
Proposition 2.5 ([13]). Let Π = {H,Γ0,Γ1} be a boundary triplet for A∗, Θ1,Θ2 ∈ C˜(H). Then:
(i) for any z ∈ ρ(AΘ1) ∩ ρ(AΘ2), ζ ∈ ρ(Θ1) ∩ ρ(Θ2) the following equivalence holds
(AΘ1 − z)−1 − (AΘ2 − z)−1 ∈ Sp(H) ⇐⇒ (Θ1 − ζ)−1 − (Θ2 − ζ)−1 ∈ Sp(H). (2.10)
(ii) If, in addition, Θ1,Θ2 ∈ C(H) and dom(Θ1) = dom(Θ2), then
Θ1 −Θ2 ∈ Sp(H) =⇒ (AΘ1 − z)−1 − (AΘ2 − z)−1 ∈ Sp(H). (2.11)
(iii) Moreover, if Θ1,Θ2 ∈ [H], then implication (2.11) becomes equivalence.
2.1.3 Extensions of a nonnegative operator
Assume that a symmetric operator A ∈ C(H) is nonnegative. Then the set Ext A(0,∞) of its non-
negative self-adjoint extensions is non-empty (see [2, 28]). Moreover, there is a maximal nonneg-
ative extension AF (also called Friedrichs’ or hard extension) and there is a minimal nonnegative
extension AK (Krein’s or soft extension) satisfying
(AF + x)
−1 ≤ (A˜+ x)−1 ≤ (AK + x)−1, x ∈ (0,∞), A˜ ∈ Ext A(0,∞),
(for detail we refer the reader to [2, 20]).
Proposition 2.6 ([13]). Let Π = {H,Γ0,Γ1} be a boundary triplet for A∗ such that A0 = A∗0 ≥ 0.
Let M(·) be the corresponding Weyl function. Then A0 = AF (A0 = AK) if and only if
lim
x↓−∞
(M(x)f, f) = −∞, (lim
x↑0
(M(x)f, f) = +∞), f ∈ H \ {0}. (2.12)
It is said that M(·) uniformly tends to −∞ for x → −∞ if for any a > 0 there exists xa < 0
such that M(xa) < −a · IH. In this case we will write M(x)⇒ −∞, x→ −∞.
Proposition 2.7 ([13]). Let A be a non-negative symmetric operator in H. Assume that Π =
{H,Γ0,Γ1} is a boundary triplet for A∗ such that A0 = AF, and let also M(·) be the corresponding
Weyl function. Then the following assertions
(i) a linear relation Θ ∈ C˜self(H) is semibounded below,
(ii) a self-adjoint extension AΘ is semibounded below,
are equivalent if and only if M(x)⇒ −∞ for x→ −∞.
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2.1.4 Generalized boundary triplets and boundary relations
In many applications the notion of a boundary triplet is too strong. Therefore it makes sense to
relax its definition. To do this we follow [14, Section 6].
Definition 2.8 ([14]). Let A be a closed densely defined symmetric operator in H with equal
deficiency indices. Let A∗ ⊇ A be a not necessarily closed extension of A such that (A∗)∗ = A. A
triplet Π = {H,Γ0,Γ1} is called a generalized boundary triplet for A∗ if H is a Hilbert space and
Γj : dom(A∗)→H, j = 0, 1, are linear mappings such that
(G1) Γ0 is surjective,
(G2) A∗0 := A∗ ↾ ker(Γ0) is a self-adjoint operator,
(G3) Green’s formula holds
(A∗f, g)H− (f, A∗g)H = (Γ1f,Γ0g)H − (Γ0f,Γ1g)H, f, g ∈ dom(A∗) = dom(Γ). (2.13)
Note that one always has A ⊆ A∗ ⊆ A∗ = A∗. The following properties of a generalized
boundary triplet have been established in [14].
Lemma 2.9 ([14]). Let Π = {H,Γ0,Γ1} be a generalized boundary triplet for A∗. Then:
(i) N∗z := dom(A∗) ∩Nz is dense in Nz and dom(A∗) = dom(A0) +N∗z.
(ii) Γ1 dom(A0) = H.
(iii) ker(Γ) = dom(A) and ran(Γ) = H⊕H, where Γ := {Γ0,Γ1}.
For any generalized boundary triplet Π = {H,Γ0,Γ1} we set A∗j := A∗⌈ker(Γj), j = 0, 1. Note
that the extensions A∗0 and A∗1 are always disjoint but not necessarily transversal.
Starting with Definition 2.8, one can introduce concepts of the (generalized) γ-field γ(·) and
the Weyl function M(·) corresponding to a generalized boundary triplet Π in just the same way as
it was done for (ordinary) boundary triplets (for detail see [14]). Let us mention only the following
proposition (cf. [14, Proposition 6.2]).
Proposition 2.10 ([14]). Let Π = {H,Γ0,Γ1} be a generalized boundary triplet for A∗, A∗ =
A∗⌈dom(Γ), and let M(·) be the corresponding Weyl function. Then:
(i) M(·) is an [H]-valued Nevanlinna function satisfying ker(ImM(z)) = {0}, z ∈ C+.
(ii) Π is an ordinary boundary triplet if and only if 0 ∈ ρ(ImM(i)).
We also need the following definition.
Definition 2.11 ([12]). Let A be as in Definition 2.8 and let H be an auxiliary Hilbert space. A
linear relation (multi-valued mapping) Γ : H→ H2 is called a boundary relation for A∗ if:
(i) dom(Γ) is dense in dom(A∗), and identity
(A∗f, g)H− (f, A∗g)H = (l′, h)H − (l, h′)H, (2.14)
where A∗ = A∗⌈dom(Γ), holds for every {f, lˆ}, {g, hˆ} ∈ Γ,
(ii) Γ is maximal in the sense that if {gˆ, hˆ} ∈ H2⊕H2 satisfies the identity (A∗f, g)− (f, g′) =
(l′, h)− (l, h′) for every {f, lˆ} ∈ Γ, then {g, hˆ} ∈ Γ.
Here f, g ∈ domΓ(⊂ H), g′ ∈ H, gˆ := {g, g′} and hˆ = {h, h′}, lˆ = {l, l′} ∈ ran Γ(⊂ H2).
Note that in general Γ is multi-valued. If it is single-valued, it splits Γ = {Γ0,Γ1} and Green’s
identity (2.14) takes usual form (2.13).
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2.2 Nonhomogeneous Krein–Stieltjes string
In this subsection, we collect some facts on Jacobi operators of a special form. Namely, consider
two sequences with positive elements m = {mn}∞n=1 and l = {ln}∞n=1, mn, ln > 0, n ∈ N. Next,
consider the matrix
Jm,l =

1
m1
1
l1
1
l1
√
m1m2
0 . . .
1
l1
√
m1m2
1
m2
(
1
l1
+ 1
l2
)
1
l2
√
m2m3
. . .
0 1
l2
√
m2m3
1
m3
(
1
l2
+ 1
l3
)
. . .
. . . . . . . . . . . .
 . (2.15)
With unilateral shift U in l2(N), Uen = en+1, n ∈ N, where {en}n∈N is the standard orthonormal
basis in l2, the matrix Jm,l can be written as
Jm,l =M
−1/2(I + U)L−1(I + U∗)M−1/2, M = diag(mn), L = diag(ln). (2.16)
It is known that the difference expression associated with Jm,l has a useful mechanical interpreta-
tion, related to the Krein string theory (for detail we refer the reader to [1, Appendix, pp.232–236]
and [27]). Namely, define the function
M(x) =
∑
xn−1<x
mn, x ∈ [0,L); L =
∞∑
n=1
ln, xn − xn−1 = ln, x0 = 0. (2.17)
Then the equation of motion of a nonhomogeneous string with the mass distribution M is the
same as the difference equation associated with the Jacobi matrix Jm,l (strings with discrete mass
distributions are called Stieltjes strings).
Further, associated with the matrix Jm,l one introduces the minimal Jacobi operator in l2(N)
(see [1, 6]). We denote it also by Jm,l. By Hamburger’s theorem [1, Theorem 0.5], the operator
Jm,l is self-adjoint if and only if
∞∑
n=1
mn+1x
2
n =∞. (2.18)
A discreteness criterion for the nonhomogeneous string was obtained by Kac and Krein in [26] (see
also [27, §11]). Applying their result to the operator (2.15), we arrive at the following criterion.
Theorem 2.12 ([26]). Assume (2.18) and set M(L) := limx↑LM(x) =
∑∞
n=1mn. Then Jm,l =
J∗m,l has discrete spectrum if and only if
in the case L =∞, limn→∞ xn
∑∞
j=nmj = 0 (the latter yields M(L) <∞);
in the case M(L) =∞ and L <∞, limn→∞(L− xn)
∑n
j=1mj = 0.
Remark 2.13. If condition (2.18) does not hold, then n±(Jm,l) = 1 and hence any self-adjoint
extension of Jm,l has discrete spectrum.
Note also that for Jm,l to be discrete it is necessary that either {mn}∞n=1 ∈ l1 or {ln}∞n=1 ∈ l1.
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3 Direct sums of symmetric operators and boundary triplets
3.1 Direct sum of boundary triplets as a boundary relation
Let Sn be a densely defined symmetric operator in a Hilbert space Hn with equal deficiency indices,
n+(Sn) = n−(Sn) ≤ ∞, n ∈ N. Consider the operator A := ⊕∞n=1Sn acting in a Hilbert direct sum
H := ⊕∞n=1Hn of spaces Hn. By definition, H = {f = ⊕∞n=1fn : fn ∈ Hn,
∑∞
n=1 ‖fn‖2 < ∞}. We
also denote by H0 the linear manifold consisting of vectors f = ⊕∞n=1fn ∈ H with finitely many
nonzero entries. Clearly,
A∗ = ⊕∞n=1S∗n, dom(A∗) = {f = ⊕∞n=1fn ∈ H : fn ∈ dom(S∗n),
∞∑
n=1
‖S∗nfn‖2 <∞}. (3.1)
We provide the domains dom(S∗n) =: Hn+ and dom(A
∗) =: H+ with the graph norms ‖fn‖2Hn+ :=
‖fn‖2 + ‖S∗nfn‖2 and ‖f‖2H+ := ‖f‖2 + ‖A∗f‖2 =
∑
n ‖fn‖2Hn+ , respectively.
Further, let Πn = {Hn,Γ(n)0 ,Γ(n)1 } be a boundary triplet for S∗n, n ∈ N. By ‖Γ(n)j ‖ we denote
the norm of the linear mapping Γ
(n)
j ∈ [Hn+,Hn], j = 0, 1, n ∈ N.
Let H := ⊕∞n=1Hn be a Hilbert direct sum of Hn. Define mappings Γ0 and Γ1 by setting
Γj := ⊕∞n=1Γ(n)j , dom(Γj) =
{
f = ⊕∞n=1fn ∈ dom(A∗) :
∞∑
n=1
‖Γ(n)j fn‖2Hn <∞
}
. (3.2)
Clearly H+ ∩ H0 ⊂ dom(Γj) ⊂ dom(A∗), and dom(Γ) := dom(Γ1) ∩ dom(Γ0) is dense in H+ since
H+∩H0 is dense in H+. Define the operators Snj := S∗n⌈ker Γ(n)j and A˜j := ⊕∞n=1Snj , j = 0, 1. Then
A˜0 and A˜1 are self-adjoint extensions of A. Note that A˜0 and A˜1 are disjoint but not necessarily
transversal.
Finally, we set
A∗ = A∗⌈dom(Γ) and A∗j := A∗⌈ker(Γj), j = 0, 1. (3.3)
Clearly, A∗j is symmetric (not necessarily self-adjoint or even closed!) extension of A, A∗j ⊂ A˜j ,
j = 0, 1, and
dom(A∗j) = {f = ⊕∞n=1fn ∈ H : fn ∈ ker Γ(n)j ,
∑
n
(‖S∗nfn‖2+‖Γ(n)j′ fn‖2) <∞}, (0′ := 1, 1′ := 0).
Definition 3.1. Let Γj be defined by (3.2) and H = ⊕∞n=1Hn. A collection Π = {H,Γ0,Γ1} will
be called a direct sum of boundary triplets and will be assigned as Π := ⊕∞n=1Πn.
By Definition 2.1, for a direct sum Π = ⊕∞n=1Πn to form a boundary triplet for A∗ = ⊕∞n=1S∗n
it is necessary (but not sufficient!) that
(a) A∗0 and A∗1 are self-adjoint,
(b) A∗0 and A∗1 are transversal,
(c) dom(Γ) = dom(A∗),
(d) Γ0 and Γ1 are closed and bounded as mappings from H+ to H.
It might happen that all of these conditions are violated for the direct sum Π. Nevertheless, we
will show that Π is a boundary relation for the operator A∗ in the sense of Definition 2.11.
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Theorem 3.2. Let Πn = {Hn,Γ(n)0 ,Γ(n)1 } be a boundary triplet for S∗n, Mn(·) the corresponding
Weyl function, n ∈ N. Let also A∗ = ⊕∞n=1S∗n and Π = ⊕∞n=1Πn. Then:
(i) Π = {H,Γ0,Γ1} forms a boundary relation for A∗ with single-valued Γ = {Γ0,Γ1}.
(ii) The corresponding Weyl function is
M(z) = ⊕∞n=1Mn(z). (3.4)
(iii) ranΓ = ran
({Γ0,Γ1}) is dense in H⊕H.
(iv) The mapping Γ : H+ →H⊕H is closed and the mappings Γj : H+ → H are closable.
(v) If Γj is a closure of Γj, then the following equivalences hold
dom(Γj) = H+ ⇐⇒ Γj ∈ [H+,H] ⇐⇒ sup
n∈N
‖Γ(n)j ‖ := Cj <∞, 2 j = 0, 1. (3.5)
In particular, dom(Γ) = dom(Γ0) ∩ dom(Γ1) = H+ if and only if max{C0, C1} <∞.
(vi) The operator A∗j (see (3.3)) is essentially self-adjoint and A∗j = A˜j = ⊕∞n=1Snj, j = 0, 1.
(vii) A∗j is self-adjoint, A∗j = A˜j = ⊕∞n=1Snj , whenever Cj′ = supn∈N ‖Γ(n)j′ ‖ <∞, j = 0, 1. If in
addition A˜0 and A˜1 are transversal, then A∗j = (A∗j)∗ ⇐⇒ Cj′ = supn∈N ‖Γ(n)j′ ‖ <∞.
Proof. (i) Let us prove Green’s identity (2.13). By (3.1)–(3.3) and Definition 3.1, for f = ⊕∞n=1fn,
g = ⊕∞n=1gn ∈ dom(A∗) = dom(Γ) we get
(A∗f, g)H− (f, A∗g)H =
∞∑
n=1
[(S∗nfn, gn)Hn − (fn, S∗ngn)Hn ]
=
∞∑
n=1
[
(Γ
(n)
1 fn,Γ
(n)
0 gn)Hn − (Γ(n)0 fn,Γ(n)1 gn)Hn
]
= (Γ1f,Γ0g)H − (Γ0f,Γ1g)H. (3.6)
Note, that the series in the above equality converge due to (3.1) and (3.2).
To prove the maximality assumption assume that Green’s identity
(A∗f, g)H− (f, g′)H = (Γ1f, h)H − (Γ0f, h′)H (3.7)
holds for every f ∈ dom(A∗) and some g, g′ ∈ H, and {h, h′} ∈ H ⊕ H. Let us show that
g ∈ dom(A∗) and Γg = {Γ0g,Γ1g} = {h, h′}. If f ∈ dom(A), equality (3.7) yields g ∈ dom(A∗) and
g′ = A∗g. Hence g = ⊕∞n=1gn, gn ∈ dom(S∗n), and A∗g = ⊕∞n=1S∗ngn. Setting f = fn ∈ dom(S∗n) in
(3.7) and noting that h = ⊕∞n=1hn, h′ = ⊕∞n=1h′n ∈ H, we get
(S∗nfn, gn)Hn − (fn, S∗ngn)Hn = (Γ(n)1 fn, hn)Hn − (Γ(n)0 fn, h′n)Hn , n ∈ N. (3.8)
Since Πn is a boundary triplet for S
∗
n, Γ
(n)
0 gn = hn and Γ
(n)
1 gn = h
′
n, n ∈ N.Moreover, the inclusion
{h, h′} ∈ H ⊕H yields
∞∑
n=1
(‖Γ(n)0 gn‖2Hn + ‖Γ(n)1 gn‖2Hn) = ∞∑
n=1
(‖hn‖2Hn + ‖h′n‖2Hn) <∞. (3.9)
2‖Γ(n)j ‖ stands for the the norm of Γ(n)j as a bounded linear mapping from Hn+ to Hn
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Inequality (3.9) means that g ∈ dom(A∗) = dom(Γ) and Γg = {Γ0g,Γ1g} = {h, h′}. This proves
the maximality condition.
(ii) Straightforward.
(iii) Denote by H0 the linear manifolds of vectors h = ⊕∞n=1hn ∈ H having finitely many
nonzero entries. Clearly H0 is dense in H. It remains to note that H0 = ran(Γ⌈(H+ ∩ H0)) ⊂
ran(Γ), since ran(Γ(n)) = Hn ⊕Hn, n ∈ N.
(iv) Let fk = ⊕∞n=1fkn, ϕ = ⊕∞n=1ϕn ∈ H+, and ‖fk − ϕ‖H+ → 0 and
lim
k→∞
Γfk = lim
k→∞
{Γ0fk,Γ1fk} = {h, h′} = {⊕∞n=1hn,⊕∞n=1h′n} ∈ H ⊕H. (3.10)
Let us prove that ϕ ∈ dom(A∗) and Γϕ = {h, h′}. Since Γjfk = ⊕∞n=1Γ(n)j fkn, by (3.10) we get
lim
k→∞
Γ
(n)
0 fkn = hn, lim
k→∞
Γ
(n)
1 fkn = h
′
n, n ∈ N. (3.11)
Since limk→∞ ‖fkn−ϕn‖Hn+ = 0 and the mappings Γ(n) = {Γ(n)0 ,Γ(n)1 } : Hn+ →Hn⊕Hn are closed
(in fact, continuous), (3.11) yields
ϕn ∈ Hn+ = dom(S∗n) and Γ(n)ϕn = {hn, h′n}. (3.12)
In turn, since ϕ ∈ H+ = dom(A∗) and
∞∑
n=1
(‖Γ(n)0 ϕn‖2Hn + ‖Γ(n)1 ϕn‖2Hn) = ∞∑
n=1
(‖hn‖2Hn + ‖h′n‖2Hn) <∞, (3.13)
we obtain ϕ ∈ dom(A∗) and Γϕ = {Γ0ϕ,Γ1ϕ} = {h, h′}. Hence Γ is closed.
(v) By (iv), the mapping Γ is closed. Hence (v) is implied by the closed graph theorem.
(vi) Clearly, H+∩H0 ⊂ dom(A˜j). Hence dom(A∗j) is dense in dom(A˜j) (in the graph topology).
(vii) Let C1 <∞. Let us prove the self-adjointness of A∗0. Since A∗0 ⊂ A˜0, it suffices to show
that dom(A˜0) ⊂ dom(A∗). Let f = ⊕∞n=1fn ∈ dom(A˜0). Clearly f ∈ dom(Γ0) since fn ∈ ker Γ(n)0 .
Let us show that f ∈ dom(Γ1). According to the second J. von Neumann formula,
fn = fSn + (I + Un)fn(i), fSn ∈ dom(Sn), fn(i) ∈ N(n)i := Ni(Sn), (3.14)
where Un is an isometry from N
(n)
i onto N
(n)
−i . Since f ∈ dom(A∗), it follows form (3.14) that
4
∞∑
n=1
‖fn(i)‖2Hn =
∞∑
n=1
‖(I + Un)fn(i)‖2Hn+ ≤
∞∑
n=1
(‖fSn‖2Hn+ + ‖(I + Un)fn(i)‖2Hn+) = ∞∑
n=1
‖fn‖2H+ <∞.
Hence f(i) := ⊕∞n=1fn(i) ∈ dom(A∗). Combining this fact with the assumption C1 < ∞, we get
from (3.14)
∞∑
n=1
‖Γ(n)1 fn‖2Hn =
∞∑
n=1
‖Γ(n)1 (I + Un)fn(i)‖2Hn ≤ 4C21
∞∑
n=1
‖fn(i)‖2Hn+ ≤ 8C21
∞∑
n=1
‖fn(i)‖2Hn , (3.15)
that is f ∈ dom(Γ1). Thus, f ∈ dom(A∗) = dom(Γ) = dom(Γ0) ∩ dom(Γ1).
Further, let us prove the converse statement assuming that A˜0 and A˜1 are transversal. Note
that A∗0 = A˜0 if A∗0 = A∗∗0. Hence (3.3) yields dom(A˜0) = dom(A∗0) ⊂ dom(A∗) ⊂ dom(Γ1). On
the other hand, dom(A∗) = dom(A˜0)+dom(A˜1) since A˜0 and A˜1 are transversal. Thus Γ1 admits
an extensions on H+ = dom(A
∗), since dom(A˜1) ⊂ dom(Γ1). By (v), C1 <∞.
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Next we find a criterion for a direct sum Π = ⊕∞n=1Πn to form a generalized boundary triplet.
Proposition 3.3. Let Πn = {Hn,Γ(n)0 ,Γ(n)1 } be a boundary triplet for S∗n and Mn(·) the corre-
sponding Weyl function, n ∈ N. Then the following conditions are equivalent:
(i) A direct sum Π = ⊕∞n=1Πn = {H,Γ0,Γ1} is a generalized boundary triplet for A∗,
(ii) ran(Γ0) = H = ⊕∞n=1Hn,
(iii) supn ‖Mn(i)‖ =: C3 <∞.
Proof. (i)⇒ (ii) This implication is immediate from Definition 2.8.
(ii) ⇒ (i) By Theorem 3.2(i), Π is a boundary relation. Therefore, by [12, Lemma 4.10
(iii)], A∗0 is closed since ran(Γ0)(= H) is closed. On the other hand, by Theorem 3.2(vi), A∗0 is
essentially self-adjoint. Thus A∗0 = (A∗0)∗ and the assumption (iii) of Definition 2.8 is verified.
(ii) ⇒ (iii). Let ran(Γ0) = H. According to the implication (ii) ⇒ (i), Π is a generalized
boundary triplet for A∗. Therefore, by [14, Propostion 6.2], the corresponding Weyl function M
takes values in [H]. By Theorem 3.2 (ii), M(z) = ⊕∞n=1Mn(z) hence M(i) ∈ [H] precisely when
C3 = supn ‖Mn(i)‖ <∞.
(iii)⇒ (ii). Let γn be the γ-field of the boundary triplet Πn. Then (2.5) implies
ImMn(i) =
(
Mn(i)−M∗n(i)
)
/2i = γn(i)
∗γn(i), n ∈ N. (3.16)
Since supn ‖Mn(i)‖ = C3 <∞, equality (3.16) yields
sup
n
‖γn(i)‖2 = sup
n
‖ ImMn(i)‖ = C3 <∞. (3.17)
Let h = ⊕∞n=1hn ∈ H. Then fn(i) := γn(i)hn ∈ Ni(S∗n) and, by (3.17),
∞∑
n=1
‖fn(i)‖2 =
∞∑
n=1
‖γn(i)hn‖2 ≤ C3
∞∑
n=1
‖hn‖2 <∞. (3.18)
Hence f(i) := ⊕∞n=1fn(i) ∈ Ni(A∗) = ⊕∞n=1Ni(S∗n) and Γ0f(i) = ⊕∞n=1Γ(n)0 fn(i) = ⊕∞n=1hn = h.
Thus f(i) ∈ dom(Γ0) and ran(Γ0) = H. The proof is completed.
Corollary 3.4. Let Πn = {Hn,Γ(n)0 ,Γ(n)1 } be a boundary triplet for S∗n, n ∈ N, and let Γ1 be
defined by (3.2). Then the following conditions are equivalent:
(i) supn ‖Mn(i)−1‖ = C4 <∞,
(ii) ran(Γ1) = H = ⊕∞n=1Hn.
Proof. Alongside the boundary triplet Πn we consider a triplet Π˜n = {Hn,−Γ(n)1 ,Γ(n)0 }, n ∈ N.
The corresponding Weyl function is M˜n(·) = −Mn(·)−1, n ∈ N. To complete the proof it remains
to apply Proposition 3.3.
Remark 3.5. By Theorem 3.2 (ii), ker
(
ImM(z)
)
= {0}, z ∈ C+, and hence M(·) ∈ Rs(H).
According to (3.4), the inequality supn ‖Mn(i)‖ < ∞ is equivalent to the inclusion M(i) ∈ [H],
that is M(·) ∈ Rs[H]. Hence, the implication (iii) ⇒ (i) in Proposition 3.3 is immediate from
[14, Theorem 6.1]. However we prefer a direct proof because of its simplicity.
Here Rs(H) and Rs[H] are the Nevanlinna subclasses (definitions may be found in [12, Section
2.6]).
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Next we present sufficient conditions for a direct sum Π = ⊕∞n=1Πn to be a generalized boundary
triplet for A∗. These conditions are formulated only in terms of the mappings Γnj .
Proposition 3.6. Assume the conditions of Theorem 3.2 hold. Then:
(i) A direct sum Π = ⊕∞n=1Πn = {H,Γ0,Γ1} of boundary triplets Πn is a generalized boundary
triplet for A∗ provided that C1 = supn ‖Γ(n)1 ‖ <∞.
(ii) If in addition A˜0 = ⊕∞n=1Sn0 and A˜1 = ⊕∞n=1Sn1 are transversal, then condition C1 < ∞ is
necessary and sufficient for Π to be a generalized boundary triplet for A∗.
Proof. (i) Condition (G3) of Definition 2.8 is immediate from Theorem 3.2 (i). Moreover, by
Theorem 3.2 (vii), condition C1 <∞ yields A∗0 = (A∗0)∗, hence condition (G2) of Definition 2.8.
Let us check condition (G1). Since γ∗n(z) = Γ
(n)
1 (Sn0 − z)−1 (see (2.6)), we get that for any n ∈ N
‖γn(z)∗f‖2 = ‖Γ(n)1 (Sn0 − z)−1f‖2 ≤ C21‖(Sn0 − z)−1f‖2H+
= C21(‖Sn0(Sn0 − z)−1f‖2H+ + ‖(Sn0 − z)−1f‖2H+) ≤ 2C21(1 + (|z|2 + 1)/| Im z|2), (3.19)
and hence ‖γn(±i)‖ = ‖γ∗n(±i)‖ ≤ C1
√
6, n ∈ N. Since Mn(z) = Γ(n)1 γn(z) (see (2.3)), we have
‖Mn(i)h‖ ≤ ‖Γ(n)1 ‖ · ‖γn(i)h‖H+ ≤ C1
√
2‖γn(i)h‖ ≤ C21
√
12, n ∈ N.
Hence, by Proposition 3.3, ran(Γ0) = H.
(ii) Follows from Theorem 3.2 (vii).
Corollary 3.7. Assume the conditions of Proposition 3.3. Then:
(i) A direct sum Π˜ = ⊕∞n=1Π˜n of boundary triplets Π˜n = {H, Γ˜(n)0 , Γ˜(n)1 } = {Hn,−Γ(n)1 ,Γ(n)0 } is a
generalized boundary triplet for A∗ whenever C0 = supn ‖Γ(n)0 ‖ <∞.
(ii) If in addition A˜0 = ⊕∞n=1Sn0 and A˜1 = ⊕∞n=1Sn1 are transversal, then condition C0 < ∞ is
necessary and sufficient for Π˜ to be a generalized boundary triplet for A∗.
3.2 When direct sum of boundary triplets is a boundary triplet?
1. General case.
As it was already mentioned, the direct sum Π = ⊕∞n=1Πn is not a boundary triplet without
additional restrictions (cf. Theorem 3.2). We start with the following result.
Proposition 3.8. Assume the conditions of Theorem 3.2. Then the direct sum Π = ⊕∞n=1Πn is
an ordinary boundary triplet for A∗ if and only if
max{C0, C1} <∞, Cj = sup
n∈N
‖Γ(n)j ‖. (3.20)
Proof. Necessity is immediate from (3.2) and Definition 2.1.
Sufficiency. Consider H2 := H ⊕ H and H2 := H ⊕H as Krein spaces with the fundamental
symmetries JH = i
(
0 −IH
IH 0
)
and JH = i
(
0 −IH
IH 0
)
, respectively. Now identity (3.6) can be
rewritten as
(JHfˆ , gˆ)H2 = (JHΓfˆ ,Γgˆ)H2, (3.21)
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where fˆ := {f, A∗f}, gˆ := {g, A∗g} and Γfˆ := Γf . This means that Γ : H2 → H2 is an isometry
from the Krein space {H2, JH} to the Krein space {H2, JH}. By Theorem 3.2 (v), dom(Γ) = gr(A∗),
the graph of A∗. Since dom(Γ) is closed in H2, ran(Γ) is closed too (see [12, Proposition 2.3]). On
the other hand, by Theorem 3.2 (iii), ran(Γ) is dense in H2 and hence ran(Γ) = H2.
Remark 3.9. Proposition 3.8 shows that condition (3.20) is sufficient (but not necessary!) for
transversality of the extensions A∗0 and A∗1 defined by (3.3). This fact complements Theorem
3.2(vii). Moreover, it shows that in the case of a special boundary relation Π = ⊕∞n=1Πn, condition
(d) after Definition 3.1 is sufficient for Π = ⊕∞n=1Πn to be an ordinary boundary triplet. Besides,
(d) and (c) are equivalent and yield the previous conditions (a), (b).
Now we are ready to state the main results of this section.
Theorem 3.10. Let Πn = {Hn,Γ(n)0 ,Γ(n)1 } be a boundary triplet for S∗n and Mn(·) the correspond-
ing Weyl function, n ∈ N. A direct sum Π = ⊕∞n=1Πn forms an ordinary boundary triplet for the
operator A∗ = ⊕∞n=1S∗n if and only if
C3 = sup
n
‖Mn(i)‖Hn <∞ and C4 = sup
n
‖(ImMn(i))−1‖Hn <∞. (3.22)
Proof. By Proposition 3.3, the first inequality in (3.22) is equivalent to the fact that Π = ⊕∞n=1Πn
is a generalized boundary triplet for the operator A∗. By Theorem 3.2, (ii) the corresponding
(generalized) Weyl function is M(·) = ⊕∞n=1Mn(·). Therefore, the second inequality in (3.22) is
equivalent to C4 = ‖(ImM(i))−1‖H < ∞, that is to the condition 0 ∈ ρ(ImM(i)). To complete
the proof it remains to apply Proposition 2.10.
Theorem 3.10 makes it possible to construct an ordinary boundary triplet starting with an
arbitrary boundary relation Π = ⊕∞n=1Πn.
Theorem 3.11 ([35]). Let Sn be a symmetric operator in Hn with deficiency indices n±(Sk) =
nn ≤ ∞ and Sn0 = S∗n0 ∈ ExtSn, n ∈ N. Then for any n ∈ N there exists a boundary triplet
Πn = {Hn,Γ(n)0 ,Γ(n)1 } for S∗n such that ker Γ(n)0 = dom(Sn0) and Π = ⊕∞n=1Πn forms an ordinary
boundary triplet for A∗ = ⊕∞n=1S∗n satisfying ker Γ0 = dom(A˜0) := ⊕∞n=1Sn0.
Proof. By [20, Chapter III.1.4], there exists a boundary triplet Π˜n = {Hn, Γ˜(n)0 , Γ˜(n)1 } for S∗n such
that dom(Sn0) = S
∗
n ↾ ker Γ˜
(n)
0 , n ∈ N. Let M˜n(·) be the corresponding Weyl function. Denote
Qn := Re M˜n(i) and choose a factorization of ImM˜n(i), R
∗
nRn := ImM˜n(i), such that Rk ∈ [Hk]
and 0 ∈ ρ(Rk). Then we define the mappings Γ(n)j : dom(S∗n)→Hn as follows
Γ
(n)
0 := RnΓ˜
(n)
0 , Γ
(n)
1 := (R
∗
n)
−1(Γ˜(n)1 −QnΓ˜(n)0 ), n ∈ N. (3.23)
It is easy to check that Γ
(n)
j are well defined and Πn = {Hn,Γ(n)0 ,Γ(n)1 } forms a boundary triplet
for S∗n. Moreover, the Weyl function Mn(·) corresponding to Πn satisfies Mn(i) = iIHn, n ∈ N.
Hence, by Theorem 3.10, a triplet Π = ⊕∞n=1Πn forms a boundary triplet for A∗. The required
property ker Γ0 = ker Γ˜0 = dom(A0) := ⊕∞n=1Sn0 is immediate from (3.23).
Remark 3.12. Note that the regularization (3.23) of the direct sum Π˜ = ⊕∞n=1Π˜n = {H, Γ˜0, Γ˜1}
has been proposed in [35, Theorem 5.3]. We emphasize however that condition (3.22) is more
flexible than the condition Mn(i) = iIHn, n ∈ N, given in [35, Theorem 5.3]. The latter is very
important in applications (cf. Remark 3.16 below).
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2. The case of operators with common regular real point.
Assume the operator A = ⊕∞n=1Sn has a regular real point, i. e., there exists a = a ∈ ρˆ(A). This
is equivalent to the existence of ε > 0 such that
(a− ε, a+ ε) ⊂ ∩∞n=1ρˆ(Sn). (3.24)
In particular, (3.24) holds whenever the operators Sn are nonnegative, Sn ≥ 0. Assuming condition
(3.24) to be satisfied, we can simplify conditions (3.22) of Theorem 3.10 as follows.
Theorem 3.13. Let {Sn}∞n=1 be a sequence of symmetric operators satisfying (3.24). Let also
Πn = {Hn,Γ(n)0 ,Γ(n)1 } be a boundary triplet for S∗n such that (a− ε, a+ ε) ⊂ ρ(Sn0) and Mn(·) the
corresponding Weyl function. Then Π = ⊕∞n=1Πn is a boundary triplet for A∗ = ⊕∞n=1S∗n if and
only if
C5 := sup
n∈N
‖Mn(a)‖ <∞ and C6 := sup
n∈N
‖(M ′n(a))−1‖ <∞, (3.25)
where M ′n(a) := (dMn(z)/dz)|z=a.
Proof. Necessity is obvious. Indeed, if Π = ⊕∞n=1Πn is a boundary triplet, then the corresponding
Weyl function M(·) is defined by (3.4). Moreover, M(·) is an R[H]-function analytic at z = a and
hence M(a) ∈ [H]. Furthermore, it satisfies 0 ∈ ρ(M ′(a)) and thus (3.25) is fulfilled.
Sufficiency. We deduce the proof from Theorem 3.10. Namely, we will show that conditions
(3.22) of Theorem 3.10 are implied by the corresponding conditions in (3.25).
First note that M(·) := ⊕∞n=1Mn(·) is a C(H)-valued Nevanlinna function since for any z ∈ C+
the operatorM(z) is closed. Further, Mn(·) is regular on (a−ε, a+ε) since (a−ε, a+ε) ⊂ ρ(Sn0).
Due to condition (3.24), M(·) is also holomorphic on (a− ε, a+ ε) in the sense of Kato [28], that
is
(
M(z)− i)−1 is bounded and holomorphic at z0 = a, as well as at z ∈ C+ ∪C− ∪ (a− ε, a+ ε)
(see [28, Theorem 7.1.3]). Moreover, due to the first condition in (3.25), M(·) is bounded at
z = a, M(a) ∈ [H]. By [28, Section 7.1.2], M(z) ∈ [H] for |z − a| small enough (see also [28,
Theorem 4.2.23(b)]. In turn, the latter yields M(z) ∈ [H] for any z ∈ C+ (see [12]). In particular,
M(i) ∈ [H] and the first inequality in (3.22) is verified.
Further, by (2.5),
M ′n(a) = (dMn(z)/dz)|z=a = γ∗n(a)γn(a), n ∈ N. (3.26)
According to (2.4), γn(i) = [I − (a− i)(Sn0 − i)−1]γn(a). Hence
γ∗n(i)γn(i) = γ
∗
n(a)[I − (a+ i)(Sn0 + i)−1][I − (a− i)(Sn0 − i)−1]γn(a). (3.27)
Noting that
(
I − (a− i)(Sn0 − i)−1
)−1
= I + (a− i)(Sn0 − a)−1, we get
inf
f∈Hn
(γ∗n(i)γn(i)f, f) ≥ ‖I + (a− i)(Sn0 − a)−1‖−2Hn inff∈Hn(γ
∗
n(a)γn(a)f, f).
Since (a− ε, a+ ε) ⊂ ρ(Sn0), we have ‖I +(a− i)(Sn0−a)−1‖ ≤ 1+
√
1+a2
ε
=: C. Combining these
inequalities with (3.27) and (3.16), we obtain
‖(ImMn(i))−1‖Hn ≤ C2‖(M ′n(a))−1‖Hn ,
and the second inequality in (3.22) is verified.
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For operators A = ⊕∞n=1Sn satisfying (3.24) we complete Theorem 3.13 by presenting a regu-
larization procedure for Π = ⊕∞n=1Πn leading to a boundary triplet.
Corollary 3.14. Let {Sn}∞n=1 be a sequence of symmetric operators satisfying (3.24). Let also
Π˜n = {Hn, Γ˜(n)0 , Γ˜(n)1 } be a boundary triplet for S∗n such that (a − ε, a + ε) ⊂ ρ(Sn0), Sn0 =
S∗n⌈ker(Γ˜(n)0 ), and M˜n(·) the corresponding Weyl function, n ∈ N. Then:
(i) The operator M˜ ′n(a) is positively definite, n ∈ N.
(ii) For any factorization M˜ ′n(a) = R
∗
nRn, where Rn ∈ [Hn] and 0 ∈ ρ(Rn), a triplet
Πn = {Hn,Γ(n)0 ,Γ(n)1 } with Γ(n)0 := RnΓ˜(n)0 , Γ(n)1 := (R−1n )∗
(
Γ˜
(n)
1 − M˜n(a)Γ˜(n)0
)
, (3.28)
is a boundary triplet for S∗n.
(iii) A direct sum Π = ⊕∞n=1Πn forms a boundary triplet for A∗.
Proof. (i) Let γ˜n be the γ-field corresponding to the triplet Π˜n = {Hn, Γ˜(n)0 , Γ˜(n)1 }. The functions
M˜n(·) and γ˜n(·) are regular within (a− ε, a+ ε) for every n ∈ N since (a− ε, a+ ε) ⊂ ρ(Sn0). By
(3.26), M˜ ′n(a) > 0 and 0 ∈ ρ
(
M˜ ′n(a)
)
since γn(a) isomorphically maps Hn onto Na.
(ii) By (i), M˜ ′n(a) admits a factorization M˜
′
n(a) = R
∗
nRn, where Rn ∈ [H] and 0 ∈ ρ(Rn).
Therefore, the mappings Γ
(n)
0 and Γ
(n)
1 are defined correctly and Πn is a boundary triplet for S
∗
n.
(iii) Let Mn(·) be the Weyl function corresponding to the triplet Πn. It follows from (3.28)
and the definition of the Weyl function that
Mn(z) = (R
−1
n )
∗[M˜n(z)− M˜n(a)]R−1n , n ∈ N. (3.29)
Hence Mn(a) = 0 and M
′
n(a) = (R
−1
n )
∗M˜ ′n(a)R
−1
n = IHn, n ∈ N. Thus, both conditions in (3.22)
are satisfied and, by Theorem 3.13, Π = ⊕∞n=1Πn forms a boundary triplet for A∗.
Corollary 3.15. Let {Sn}∞n=1 be a sequence of symmetric operators satisfying (3.24). Let also
Π˜n = {Hn, Γ˜(n)0 , Γ˜(n)1 } be a boundary triplet for S∗n such that (a − ε, a + ε) ⊂ ρ(Sn0), Sn0 =
S∗n⌈ker(Γ˜(n)0 ), and M˜n(·) the corresponding Weyl function. If the operators Rn ∈ [Hn] satisfy
R−1n ∈ [Hn] and sup
n
‖Rn(M˜ ′n(a))−1R∗n‖ <∞, n ∈ N, (3.30)
then the direct sum Π = ⊕∞n=1Πn of boundary triplets (3.28) forms a boundary triplet for A∗ =
⊕∞n=1S∗n.
Proof. Since the Weyl function Mn(·) corresponding to Πn is given by (3.29), both conditions
(3.25) are immediate from (3.30). It remains to apply Theorem 3.13.
Remark 3.16. Corollary 3.15 is more useful in applications than Corollary 3.14. The reason is
that it is more convenient and easier to select a suitable sequence {Rn}∞n=1 satisfying (3.30) than
to find the operators (M ′n(a))
1/2. For instance, to construct boundary triplets in Theorems 4.1 and
4.7, we select Rn being diagonal matrices although M
′
n(a), hence (M
′
n(a))
1/2, are not diagonal.
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3.3 Direct sums of self-similar boundary triplets
In this subsection, we apply Theorem 3.10 to the special case of symmetric operators Sn that are
pairwise unitarily equivalent up to multiplicative constants. More precisely, let S1 be a symmetric
operator in H1, n±(S1) = n ≤ ∞. We assume that for any n ∈ N there exists a unitary operator
Un from Hn onto H1 and a constant dn > 0 such that (to be precise we set U1 := IH1 and d1 := 1)
Sn := d
−2
n U
−1
n S1Un. (3.31)
First we suppose that
0 < d∗ := inf
n∈N
dn ≤ sup
n∈N
dn =: d
∗ <∞ (3.32)
and reprove one result of Kochubei (cf. [29, Theorem 3], [30, Lemma 1]) for this case.
Lemma 3.17 ([30]). Let Sn be as above, let Π1 = {H1,Γ(1)0 ,Γ(1)1 } be a boundary triplet for S∗1 ,
and A = ⊕∞n=1Sn. Assume in addition that condition (3.32) holds. Then:
(i) For any α ∈ R, a triplet Πn := {Hn,Γ(n)0 ,Γ(n)1 }, where
Hn := H1, Γ(n)0 := dα−2n Γ(1)0 Un, Γ(n)1 := d−αn Γ(1)1 Un, n ∈ N, (3.33)
forms a boundary triplet for the operator S∗n.
(ii) Moreover, Π = ⊕∞n=1Πn is an (ordinary) boundary triplet for the operator A∗.
Proof. (i) Straightforward.
(ii) Let Mn(·) be the Weyl function corresponding to the triplet Πn = {H,Γ(n)0 ,Γ(n)1 }, n ∈ N.
It follows from (3.33) that the Weyl functions Mn and M1 are connected by
Mn(z) = d
2−2α
n M1(d
2
nz), z ∈ C±, n ≥ 2. (3.34)
Hence
‖Mn(i)‖ = d2−2αn ‖M1(id2n)‖, ‖(ImMn(i))−1‖ = d2α−2n ‖(ImM1(id2n))−1‖. (3.35)
Combining (3.35) with (3.32), we obtain that {Mn}∞n=1 satisfies (3.22) since M1 is continuous on
[i(d∗)2, i(d∗)2] ⊂ C+. Theorem 3.10 completes the proof.
The following results demonstrate importance of both inequalities in (3.32) for the direct sum
Π = ⊕∞n=1Πn to be an (ordinary) boundary triplet for A∗.
Lemma 3.18. Let S1 be a closed densely defined symmetric operator in H1 with n±(S1) = n <∞,
let Π1 = {H1,Γ(1)0 ,Γ(1)1 } be a boundary triplet for S∗1 and M1(·) the corresponding Weyl function.
Let also Sn, n ∈ N, be defined by (3.31) and suppose that {dn}∞n=1 satisfies d∗ = 0 and d∗ < ∞.
Then:
(i) A direct sum Π = ⊕∞n=1Πn of triplets Πn = {Hn,Γ(n)0 ,Γ(n)1 }, where
Hn = H1, Γ(n)0 = Γ(1)0 Un, Γ(n)1 = d−2n Γ(1)1 Un, (3.36)
forms an ordinary boundary triplet for the operator A∗ = ⊕∞n=1S∗n if and only if
C+ := − lim
y↓0
M1(iy)
iy
∈ [H1] and 0 ∈ ρ(C+). (3.37)
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(ii) A direct sum Π = ⊕∞n=1Πn of triplets Πn = {Hn,Γ(n)0 ,Γ(n)1 }, where
H = H1, Γ(n)0 = d−2n Γ(1)0 Un, Γ(n)1 = Γ(1)1 Un, (3.38)
forms an ordinary boundary triplet for A∗ = ⊕∞n=1S∗n if and only if
C− := − lim
y↓0
iyM1(iy) ∈ [H1] and 0 ∈ ρ(C−). (3.39)
Proof. (i) By (3.34), we get Mn(i) = d
−2
n M1(id
2
n). Since d∗ = 0, by Proposition 3.3, Π is a
generalized boundary triplet for A∗ if and only if C+ ∈ [H1]. Moreover, by Theorem 3.10, Π is an
ordinary boundary triplet precisely if in addition 0 ∈ ρ(C+).
(ii) The proof is similar to that of (i) if one notices that Mn(i) = d
2
nM1(id
2
n).
Remark 3.19. Let ΣM1(·) be the spectral measure ofM1(·) (see Section 2.1.2). Then the operators
C+ and C− can easily be expressed in terms of ΣM1(·). Namely, condition (3.37) means that the
limit M1(0) := M1(+i0) exists, moreover, M1(0) = 0, and the following integral converges
C+ =
∫
R
dΣM1(t)
t2
∈ [H1].
Besides, we note that C− = ΣM1({0}).
Corollary 3.20. Let Sn be as in Lemma 3.18, let Π1 = {H1,Γ(1)0 ,Γ(1)1 } be a boundary triplet for
S∗1 and S10 := S
∗
1⌈ker(Γ(1)0 ). Assume that d∗ = 0 and d∗ < ∞. Assume also that S1 is a simple
symmetric operator. The direct sum Π = ⊕∞n=1Πn of boundary triplets defined by (3.38) (by (3.36))
is an ordinary boundary triplet for A∗ if and only if
dim(ker S10) = n±(S1),
(
respectively, dim(ker S11) = n±(S1)
)
. (3.40)
Proof. Let us prove the first equality in (3.40) assuming that the direct sum Π = ⊕∞n=1Πn of
boundary triplets (3.38) forms a boundary triplet. By Remark 3.19, C− = ΣM1({0}) where ΣM1(·)
is a nonorthogonal spectral measure of M1(·). The latter implies
dim(kerS10) = rank(ΣM1({0})) = rankC−.
Since Π is an ordinary boundary triplet for A∗, Lemma 3.18(ii) yields 0 ∈ ρ(C−), that is, C− is of
maximal rank. Combining these relations, we get dim(ker S10) = rank(C−) = dimH1 = n±(S1).
To prove sufficiency, let us note that C− = ΣM1({0}). Since n±(S1) = dimH1 < ∞, we
obviously get that relations (3.40) and (3.39) are equivalent.
We complete this subsection by considering the situation when d∗ =∞.
Lemma 3.21. Let d∗ > 0 and d∗ =∞. Then:
(i) The direct sum Π = ⊕∞n=1Πn of triplets defined by (3.36) is a generalized boundary triplet for
A∗, but not an ordinary boundary triplet for A∗,
(ii) Π = ⊕∞n=1Πn is not a generalized boundary triplet for A∗ if Πn is defined by (3.38).
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Proof. (i) Since S1 is densely defined, the Weyl function M1(·) corresponding to the triplet Π1
satisfies (cf. (2.8))
s− lim
y↑∞
M1(iy)/y = 0 (3.41)
Let Πn, n ∈ N, be the boundary triplet for S∗n defined by (3.36) and Mn(·) the corresponding
Weyl function. Setting in (3.33) and (3.34) α = 2 and combining these relations with (3.36), we
get Mn(z) = d
−2
n M1(d
2
nz). Combining these relations with (3.41), we obtain
sup
n
‖Mn(i)‖ = sup
n
d−2n ‖M1(id2n)‖ <∞. (3.42)
By Proposition 3.3, Π = ⊕∞n=1Πn forms a generalized boundary triplet for A∗.
Further, the above relations yield ImMn(z) = d
−2
n ImM1(d
2
nz). Hence and from (3.41) we get
sup
n
‖(ImMn(i))−1‖ = sup
n
d2n‖
(
ImM1(id
2
n)
)−1‖ =∞. (3.43)
By Theorem 3.10, Π = ⊕∞n=1Πn is not an ordinary boundary triplet for A∗.
(ii) Since S1 is densely defined, the Weyl function M1(·) satisfies (cf.(3.41))
s− lim
y↑∞
y−1M1(iy)−1 = 0. (3.44)
Let Πn, n ∈ N, be a boundary triplet for S∗n defined by (3.38) and Mn(·) the corresponding Weyl
function. It follows from (3.33) and (3.34) (with α = 0) that Mn(z) = d
2
nM1(d
2
nz), n ≥ 2. Hence
supn ‖Mn(i)‖ = sup d2n‖M1(id2n)‖ = ∞. By Proposition 3.3, Π = ⊕∞n=1Πn is not a generalized
boundary triplet for A∗.
4 Boundary triplets for the operator H∗min.
In what follows we assume that I = [0, b) ⊆ R+, 0 < b ≤ +∞, is either a bounded interval or
positive semi axis, X = {xn}∞n=0 ⊂ I is a strictly increasing sequence,
0 = x0 < x1 < x2 < · · · < xn < · · · < b ≤ +∞, and lim
n→∞
xn = b. (4.1)
We denote dn := xn − xn−1. Consider the following symmetric operator in L2(I)
Hmin = − d
2
dx2
, dom(Hmin) =W
2,2
0 (I \X). (4.2)
Clearly, Hmin is closed and
Hmin = ⊕∞n=1Hn, where Hn = −
d2
dx2
, dom(Hn) = W
2,2
0 [xn−1, xn]. (4.3)
1. Note that Hmin ≥ 0. It is known (see for instance [20]) that Friedrichs’ extension HFn of Hn is
defined by the Dirichlet boundary conditions, i.e., dom(HFn) = {f ∈ W 2,2[xn−1, xn] : f(xn−1+) =
f(xn−) = 0}. Therefore, the Friedrichs’ extension HF of Hmin is HF = ⊕∞n=1HFn, that is
HF = − d
2
dx2
, dom(HF) = {f ∈ W 22 (I \X) : f(0) = f(xn+) = f(xn−) = 0, n ∈ N}. (4.4)
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It is easily seen that a triplet Π˜n = {C2, Γ˜(n)0 , Γ˜(n)1 } given by
Γ˜
(n)
0 f :=
(
f(xn−1+)
−f(xn−)
)
, Γ˜
(n)
1 f :=
(
f ′(xn−1+)
f ′(xn−)
)
, f ∈ W 22 [xn−1, xn], (4.5)
forms a boundary triplet for H∗n satisfying ker(Γ˜
(n)
0 ) = dom(H
F
n ). Moreover, Hn = d
−2
n U
−1
n S1Un,
where S1 := − d2dx2 , dom(S1) = W 2,20 [0, 1], and (Unf)(x) :=
√
dnf(dnx + xn−1). Clearly, Un iso-
metrically maps L2[xn−1, xn] onto L2[0, 1]. As it follows from Lemma 3.17, a triplet Π˜ = ⊕n∈NΠ˜n
forms a boundary triplet for the operator H∗min := (Hmin)
∗ = Hmax whenever
0 < d∗ = inf
n∈N
dn ≤ d∗ = sup
n∈N
dn < +∞. (4.6)
If d∗ = 0, then the direct sum Π˜ = ⊕∞n=1Π˜n of triplets (4.5) is not a boundary triplet for Hmax.
We regularize the triplet Π˜ by applying Corollary 3.15 in order to obtain a direct sum triplet
Π = ⊕∞n=1Πn for the operator H∗min, assuming only that
d∗ = sup
n∈N
dn < +∞, (4.7)
Theorem 4.1. Assume condition (4.7) and define the mappings Γ
(n)
j : W
2
2 [xn−1, xn]→ C2, n ∈ N,
j = 0, 1, by setting
Γ
(n)
0 f :=
(
d
1/2
n f(xn−1+)
−d1/2n f(xn−)
)
, Γ
(n)
1 f :=
(
dnf ′(xn−1+)+(f(xn−1+)−f(xn−))
d
3/2
n
dnf ′(xn−)+(f(xn−1+)−f(xn−))
d
3/2
n
)
. (4.8)
Then:
(i) For any n ∈ N the triplet Πn = {C2,Γ(n)0 ,Γ(n)1 } is a boundary triplet for H∗n.
(ii) The direct sum Π = ⊕∞n=1Πn is a boundary triplet for the operator H∗min.
Proof. (i) Straightforward.
(ii) The Weyl function M˜n(·) corresponding to the triplet Π˜n of the form (4.5) is
M˜n(z) =
(
−
√
z cos(
√
zdn)
sin(
√
zdn)
−
√
z
sin(
√
zdn)
−
√
z
sin(
√
zdn)
−
√
z cos(
√
zdn)
sin(
√
zdn)
)
, z ∈ C+. (4.9)
Comparing definitions (4.5) and (4.8) of triplets Πn and Π˜n, respectively, we get
Γ
(n)
0 = RnΓ˜
(n)
0 , Γ
(n)
1 = R
−1
n (Γ˜
(n)
1 −QnΓ˜(n)0 ), and Mn(z) = R−1n (M˜n(z)−Qn)R−1n , (4.10)
where
Rn = R
∗
n :=
(
d
1/2
n 0
0 d
1/2
n
)
and Qn =
1
dn
( −1 −1
−1 −1
)
= M˜n(0). (4.11)
It follows from (4.10), (4.11), and (4.9) that
Mn(0) = 0, M
′
n(0) = R
−1
n M˜
′
n(0)R
−1
n = R
−1
n
(
dn/3 −dn/6
−dn/6 dn/3
)
R−1n =
(
1/3 −1/6
−1/6 1/3
)
. (4.12)
Relations (4.12) yield conditions (3.30) One completes the proof by applying Corollary 3.15.
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Remark 4.2. Let d∗ = 0. Hence both families {M˜n(i)}n∈N and {M˜n(i)}−1n∈N (see (4.9)) are un-
bounded. By Proposition 3.3, neither Π˜ = ⊕∞n=1Π˜n no Π˜(1) = ⊕∞n=1Π˜(1)n , where Π˜n = {C2, Γ˜(n)0 , Γ˜(n)1 }
is defined by (4.5) and Π˜
(1)
n := {C2,−Γ˜(n)1 , Γ˜(n)0 }, forms a generalized boundary triplet for H∗min.
Moreover, by Proposition 3.6 (i), the mappings Γ˜0 = ⊕∞n=1Γ˜(n)0 and Γ˜1 = ⊕∞n=1Γ˜(n)1 are unbounded.
Note that, the latter might be checked by restricting the mappings Γ˜0 and Γ˜1 on Ni(Hmin).
Note also that Γ˜0 coincides with the mapping Γ
2 in [36, Theorem 1]. Hence the triplet Π
constructed in [36, Theorem 1] is not an ordinary boundary triplet.
Remark 4.3. Let us sketch another proof of Theorem 4.1. Simple calculations with account of
(4.7) yield that the family {Mn(i)}∞n=1 is bounded. Moreover, it follows from (4.9) that
lim
nk→∞
Mnk(i) = i limnk→∞
ImMnk(i) = i
(
1/3 −1/6
−1/6 1/3
)
whenever lim
nk→∞
dnk = 0.
Hence, by Theorem 3.10, Π = ⊕∞n=1Πn defined by (4.8) forms a boundary triplet for H∗min.
Proposition 4.4. Let Π be the boundary triplet defined in Theorem 4.1 andM(·) the corresponding
Weyl function. If condition (4.7) is satisfied, then
M(−a2)⇒ −∞ as a→ +∞. (4.13)
Proof. By Theorem 3.2 (ii), the Weyl function M(·) has the form M(z) = ⊕∞n=1Mn(z), where
Mn(·) is defined by (4.10), (4.9) and (4.11). Consider the following matrix-function
M(−a2, x) :=
(
Fa(x) Ga(x)
Ga(x) Fa(x)
)
, x > 0, (4.14)
where
Fa(x) :=
1
x2
− a cosh ax
x sinh ax
, Ga(x) :=
1
x2
− a
x sinh ax
.
It is easy to check that
Fa(x) < 0 and Ga(x) > 0 for x > 0.
Since σ(M(−a2, x)) = {Fa(x) +Ga(x), Fa(x)−Ga(x)}, we get
M(−a2, x) ≤ (Fa(x) +Ga(x))I2, x > 0.
Further, consider the function
f(x) =
2
x2
− 1 + cosh x
x sinh x
( = F1(x) +G1(x)).
Note that f(x) < 0 if x > 0. Moreover, f is continuous on R+ and
lim
x→+0
f(x) = −1
6
, lim
x→+∞
f(x) = 0.
Note also that limx→+∞ x2f ′(x) = 1. Hence f ′(x) > 0 for x ≥ x0 with sufficiently large x0 ∈ R+.
Since Fa(x) +Ga(x) = a
2f(ax), for a ≥ a0 > 0 large enough we obtain
sup
x∈(0,d∗)
(Fa(x) +Ga(x)) =
2
(d∗)2
− a
d∗
· 1 + cosh ad
∗
sinh ad∗
≤ −2 a
d∗
+
2
(d∗)2
.
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Note that Mn(−a2) = M(−a2, dn). Combining this fact with the last inequality, we obtain
M(−a2) = ⊕∞n=1Mn(−a2) ≤ −
a
d∗
Il2 , a ≥ max{a0, 2/d∗}. (4.15)
This completes the proof.
Combining Theorem 4.1 with Proposition 2.2, we arrive at the following parametrization of
the set ExtHmin of closed proper extensions of the operator Hmin :
H˜ = HΘ := H
∗
min⌈dom(HΘ), dom(HΘ) = {f ∈ dom(H∗min) : {Γ0f,Γ1f} ∈ Θ}, (4.16)
where Θ ∈ C˜(l2) and Γ0, Γ1 are defined by (4.8).
Theorem 4.5. Let Π = ⊕∞n=1Πn be a boundary triplet for H∗min defined in Theorem 4.1, Θ, Θ˜ ∈
C˜(H), and HΘ,HeΘ ∈ ExtHmin proper extensions of Hmin defined by (4.16). Then:
(i) The operator HΘ is symmetric (self-adjoint) if and only if so is Θ, and n±(Hmin) = n±(Θ).
(ii) The self-adjoint (symmetric) operator HΘ is lower semibounded if and only if so is Θ.
(iii) For any p ∈ (0,∞], z ∈ ρ(HΘ)∩ ρ(HeΘ), and ζ ∈ ρ(Θ)∩ ρ(Θ˜) the following equivalence holds
(HΘ − z)−1 − (HeΘ − z)−1 ∈ Sp ⇐⇒ (Θ− ζ)−1 − (Θ˜− ζ)−1 ∈ Sp.
(iv) The operator HΘ = H
∗
Θ has discrete spectrum if and only if dn ց 0 and Θ has discrete
spectrum.
Proof. (i) is immediate from Proposition 2.2.
(ii) Combining Propositions 2.7 with Proposition 4.4 yields the first statement. Then the
second one is implied by estimate (4.15).
(iii) is implied by Proposition 2.5.
(iv) First we show that conditions are sufficient. Indeed, the operator
H0 := H
∗
min⌈ker(Γ0) = ⊕n∈NHn0, Hn0 := H∗n⌈ker(Γ(n)0 ), (4.17)
has discrete spectrum if limn→∞ dn = 0. Moreover, the Krein resolvent formula and discreteness
of σ(Θ) implies RHΘ(z)−RH0(z) ∈ S∞, z ∈ C+, and hence RHΘ(z) ∈ S∞.
Let us show that condition dn ց 0 is necessary for discreteness of σ(HΘ). Without loss of
generality assume that 0 ∈ ρ(HΘ). Assume also that lim supn→∞ dn > 0 and HΘ has discrete
spectrum. Then there exists a sequence {dnk}∞k=1 such that dnk ≥ d∗/2 > 0. For ε ∈ (0, d∗/2),
define the function
ϕε(·) ∈ W 22 (R), ϕε(x) =
{
1, ε ≤ x ≤ d∗ − ε,
0, x /∈ [0, d∗].
Note that ϕk(x) := PIϕε(x + xnk) ∈ dom(HΘ), where PI is the orthoprojection in L2(R) onto
L2(I). Moreover, ‖ϕk‖L2 ≡ const and ‖HΘϕk‖L2 ≡ const. Since the functions ϕk(·) have disjoint
supports, the operator (HΘ)
−1 is not compact. Contradiction.
Corollary 4.6. HΘ is nonnegative if and only if the linear relation Θ is nonnegative. Moreover,
if a is large enough, then HΘ ≥ −a2 whenever Θ ≥ − ad∗ Il2.
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Proof. Since M(0) = 0, by [13, Theorem 4], we get the first part. Moreover, we have the estimate
M(−a2) ≤ −a/d∗I (see the proof of Proposition 4.4), and Krein’s formula (2.9) completes the
proof.
2. Alongside boundary triplet (4.8) consider another boundary triplet. Namely, define Π˜n =
{H, Γ˜(n)0 , Γ˜(n)1 } for the operator H∗n, n ∈ N, by setting
H = C2, Γ˜(n)0 f :=
(
f(xn−1+)
f ′(xn−)
)
, Γ˜
(n)
1 f :=
(
f ′(xn−1+)
f(xn−)
)
, f ∈ W 22 [xn−1, xn]. (4.18)
In the following theorem we regularize the family {Π˜n}∞n=1 in such a way that the direct sum of
new boundary triplets Πn is already a boundary triplet for H
∗
min = ⊕∞n=1H∗n if d∗ <∞.
Theorem 4.7. Assume condition (4.7) and define the mappings Γ
(n)
j : W
2
2 [xn−1, xn]→ C2, n ∈ N,
j = 0, 1, by setting
Γ
(n)
0 f :=
(
d
1/2
n f(xn−1+)
d
3/2
n f ′(xn−)
)
, Γ
(n)
1 f :=
(
f ′(xn−1+)−f ′(xn−)
d
1/2
n
f(xn−)−f(xn−1+)−dnf ′(xn−)
d
3/2
n
)
. (4.19)
Then:
(i) For any n ∈ N the triplet Πn = {C2,Γ(n)0 ,Γ(n)1 } is a boundary triplet for H∗n.
(ii) The direct sum Π = ⊕∞n=1Πn is a boundary triplet for the operator Hmax = H∗min.
Proof. (i) Straightforward.
(ii) The Weyl function of H∗n corresponding to the triplet Π˜n defined by (5.3) is
M˜n(z) =
( √
z sin(
√
zdn)
cos(
√
zdn)
1
cos(
√
zdn)
1
cos(
√
zdn)
sin(
√
zdn)√
z cos(
√
zdn)
)
. (4.20)
Comparing definitions (5.3) and (4.19), we get that the triplets Πn and Π˜n are connected by (4.10),
where the matrices Rn and Qn are defined by
Rn :=
(
d
1/2
n 0
0 d
3/2
n
)
and Qn := M˜n(0) =
(
0 1
1 dn
)
. (4.21)
Hence Mn(z) = R
−1
n (M˜n(z) − Qn)R−1n is the Weyl function corresponding to the triplet Πn. It
follows from (4.20) and (4.21) that
Mn(0) = 0, M
′
n(0) = R
−1
n M˜
′
n(0)R
−1
n = R
−1
n
(
dn d
2
n/2
d2n/2 d
3
n/3
)
R−1n =
(
1 1/2
1/2 1/3
)
. (4.22)
One completes the proof by applying Theorem 3.13.
Remark 4.8. Clearly, all statements of Theorem 4.5 with exception of (ii) remain valid for the
boundary triplet Π = ⊕∞1 Πn with Πn defined by (4.19) in place of (4.8).
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Corollary 4.9. Let Π˜n be a boundary triplet for H
∗
n defined by (5.3) and Π˜
(1)
n := {C2,−Γ˜(n)1 , Γ˜(n)0 }.
Let also Π˜ = ⊕∞n=1Π˜n and Π˜(1) := ⊕∞n=1Π˜(1)n be direct sums of boundary triplets and d∗ = 0. Then:
(i) Π˜ and Π˜(1) are generalized boundary triplets for H∗min.
(ii) Π˜ and Π˜(1) are not ordinary boundary triplets for H∗min.
(iii) The operators (Hmin)∗0 and (Hmin)∗1 (see (3.3)) are self-adjoint and (Hmin)∗j = ⊕∞n=1Hnj.
(iv) The mappings Γ˜0 and Γ˜1 are closed and unbounded on H+ = dom(H
∗
min).
(v) (Hmin)∗0 and (Hmin)∗1 are not transversal.
Proof. (i) It follows from (4.20) that the families {M˜n(i)}∞n=1 and {M˜−1n (i)}∞n=1 are bounded if
d∗ <∞. It remains to apply Proposition 3.3.
(ii) If limk→∞ dnk = 0, then limk→∞ Im M˜nk(i) = Im
(
0 1
1 0
)
=
(
0 0
0 0
)
. Thus, the second
of conditions (3.22) is violated, hence neither Π˜ no Π˜(1) forms a boundary triplet for H∗min.
(iii) follows from (i) and Theorem 3.2 (vi).
(iv) Clearly, Γ˜0 and Γ˜1 are unitarily equivalent. Hence Γ˜0 and Γ˜1 might be bounded only
simultaneously. Combining (ii) with Proposition 3.8, we conclude that both Γ˜0 and Γ˜1 are un-
bounded. Further, by Theorem 3.2 (iv), Γ˜j is closable. Since, by (iii), ker(Γ˜j) = ⊕∞n=1 dom(Hnj)
is closed in H+ and ran(Γ˜j) = H is closed, the mapping Γ˜j is closed.
(v) follows from (iii) and Proposition 3.6(ii).
Remark 4.10. Corollary 4.9 shows that condition C1 < ∞ in Proposition 3.6 is only sufficient
for Π = ⊕n∈NΠn to form a generalized boundary triplet.
5 Schro¨dinger operators with δ-interactions
Let I = [0, b) and let X = {xn}∞n=1 be defined by (4.1). In what follows we will always assume
that condition (4.7) is satisfied, i.e. d∗ = supn dn <∞.
The main object of this section is the formal differential expression
ℓX,α := − d
2
dx2
+
∞∑
n=1
αnδ(x− xn), αn ∈ R. (5.1)
In L2(I), one associates with (5.1) a symmetric differential operator
H0X,α := −
d2
dx2
, dom(H0X,α) = {f ∈ W 2,2comp(I \X) : f
′(0) = 0, f(xn+) = f(xn−)
f ′(xn+)− f ′(xn−) = αnf(xn) }. (5.2)
Denote by HX,α the closure of H
0
X,α, HX,α = H
0
X,α.
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5.1 Parametrization of the operator HX,α
Let Π1 = {H,Γ10,Γ11} and Π2 = {H,Γ20,Γ21} be the boundary triplets defined in Theorems 4.1 and
4.7, respectively. By Proposition 2.2, the extension HX,α(∈ ExtHmin) admits two representations
HX,α = HΘj := H
∗
min⌈dom(HΘj ), dom(HΘj ) = {f ∈ dom(H∗min) : {Γj0f,Γj1f} ∈ Θj}, j = 1, 2.
(5.3)
(cf. (4.16)) with closed symmetric linear relation Θj ∈ C˜(H), j = 1, 2. We show that Θ2 as well
as the operator part Θ′1 of Θ1 is a Jacobi matrix.
1. The first parametrization. We begin with the triplet Π2 = {H,Γ20,Γ21} constructed in
Theorem 4.7. For any α the operators HX,α and H
(2)
0 := H
∗
min⌈ker(Γ20) are disjoint. Hence Θ2 in
(5.3) is a (closed) operator in H = l2(N). More precisely, consider the Jacobi matrix
BX,α =

0 −d−21 0 0 0 . . .
−d−21 −d−21 d−3/21 d−1/22 0 0 . . .
0 d
−3/2
1 d
−1/2
2 α1d
−1
2 −d−22 0 . . .
0 0 −d−22 −d−22 d−3/22 d−1/23 . . .
0 0 0 d
−3/2
2 d
−1/2
3 α2d
−1
3 . . .
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

. (5.4)
Let τX,α be a second order difference expression associated with (5.4). One defines the correspond-
ing minimal symmetric operator in l2 by (see [1, 6])
B0X,αf := τX,αf, f ∈ dom(B0X,α) := l2,0, and BX,α = B0X,α. (5.5)
Recall that BX,α
3 has equal deficiency indices and n+(BX,α) = n−(BX,α) ≤ 1.
Note that BX,α admits a representation
BX,α = R
−1
X (B˜α −QX)R−1X , where B˜α :=

0 0 0 0 0 . . .
0 0 1 0 0 . . .
0 1 α1 0 0 . . .
0 0 0 0 1 . . .
0 0 0 1 α2 . . .
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
 (5.6)
and RX = ⊕∞n=1Rn, QX = ⊕∞n=1Qn are defined by (4.21).
Proposition 5.1. Let Π2 = {H,Γ20,Γ21} be the boundary triplet for H∗min constructed in Theorem
4.7 and let BX,α be the minimal Jacobi operator defined by (5.4)–(5.5). Then Θ2 = BX,α, i.e.,
HX,α = HBX,α = H
∗
min⌈dom(HBX,α), dom(HBX,α) = {f ∈ W 2,2(I \X) : Γ21f = BX,αΓ20f}.
Proof. Let f ∈ W 2,2comp(I \ X). Then f ∈ dom(HX,α) if and only if Γ˜21f = B˜αΓ˜20f. Here Γ˜2j :=
⊕n∈NΓ˜(n)j where Γ˜(n)j , j = 0, 1, are defined by (5.3), and B˜α is defined by (5.6). Combining (4.10),
(4.21) with (5.6), we rewrite the equality Γ˜21f = B˜αΓ˜
2
0f as Γ
2
1f = BX,αΓ
2
0f .
Taking the closures one completes the proof.
3Usually we will identify the Jacobi matrix with (closed) minimal symmetric operator associated with it. Namely,
we denote by BX,α the Jacobi matrix (5.4) as well as the minimal closed symmetric opera
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Remark 5.2. Note that the matrix (5.4) has negative off-diagonal entries, although, in the clas-
sical theory of Jacobi operators, off-diagonal entries are assumed to be positive. But it is known
(see, for instance, [48]) that the (minimal) operator BX,α is unitarily equivalent to the minimal
Jacobi operator associated with the matrix
B′X,α :=

0 d−21 0 0 0 . . .
d−21 −d−21 d−3/21 d−1/22 0 0 . . .
0 d
−3/2
1 d
−1/2
2 α1d
−1
2 d
−2
2 0 . . .
0 0 d−22 −d−22 d−3/22 d−1/23 . . .
0 0 0 d
−3/2
2 d
−1/2
3 α2d
−1
3 . . .
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

. (5.7)
In the sequel we will identify the operators BX,α and B
′
X,α when investigating those spectral prop-
erties of the operator HX,α, which are invariant under unitary transformations.
2. The second parametrization. Let us consider the boundary triplet Π1 = {H,Γ10,Γ11}
constructed in Theorem 4.1. Now the operators HX,α and H
(1)
0 := H
∗
min⌈ker(Γ10) are not disjoint,
hence by Proposition 2.2(ii), the corresponding linear relation Θ1 in (5.3) is not an operator, i.e.
has a nontrivial multivalued part, mulΘ1 := {f ∈ H : {0, f} ∈ Θ1} 6= {0}.
Let f ∈ W 2,2comp(I \ X). Then Γ10f,Γ11f ∈ l2,0 and f ∈ dom(HX,α) if and only if CX,αΓ1f =
DX,αΓ0f , where
CX,α := CRX , DX,α := (Dα − CQX)R−1X , (5.8)
C :=

0 0 0 0 0 . . .
0 0 0 0 0 . . .
0 −1 1 0 0 . . .
0 0 0 0 0 . . .
0 0 0 −1 1 . . .
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
 , Dα :=

1 0 0 0 0 . . .
0 1 1 0 0 . . .
0 0 α1 0 0 . . .
0 0 0 1 1 . . .
0 0 0 0 α2 . . .
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
 , (5.9)
and RX = ⊕∞n=1Rn, QX = ⊕∞n=1Qn are defined by (4.11).
Define a linear relation Θ01 by
Θ01 = {{f, g} ∈ l2,0 ⊕ l2,0 : DX,αf = CX,αg}. (5.10)
Hence we obviously get
H0X,α = H
∗
min⌈dom(H0X,α), dom(H0X,α) = {f ∈ W 2,2comp(I \X) : {Γ10f,Γ11f} ∈ Θ01}. (5.11)
Straightforward calculations show that Θ01 is symmetric. Moreover, (5.11) implies that the closure
of Θ01 is Θ1. Hence Θ1 is a closed symmetric linear relation. Therefore (see Subsection 2.1.1), Θ1
admits the representation
Θ1 = Θ
op
1 ⊕Θ∞1 , H = Hop ⊕H∞, Hop = dom(Θ1) = dom(Θop1 ), H∞ := mulΘ1, (5.12)
where Θop1 (∈ C(Hop)) is the operator part of Θ1. Moreover, it follows from (5.8) that
mulΘ1 = ker(CX,α) = R
−1
X (kerC), Θ
∞
1 = {{0, f} : f ∈ mulΘ1}. (5.13)
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Since Hop = ran(RXC∗), the system {fn}∞n=1, fn :=
√
dne2n−
√
dn+1e2n+1√
dn+dn+1
, forms the orthonormal basis
in Hop. Next we show that the operator part Θop1 of Θ1 is unitarily equivalent to the minimal
Jacobi operator
BX,α =

r−21
(
α1 +
1
d1
+ 1
d2
) −(r1r2d2)−1 0 . . .
−(r1r2d2)−1 r−22
(
α2 +
1
d2
+ 1
d3
) −(r2r3d3)−1 . . .
0 −(r2r3d3)−1 r−23
(
α3 +
1
d3
+ 1
d4
)
. . .
. . . . . . . . . . . .
 , (5.14)
where rn :=
√
dn + dn+1, n ∈ N. Observe first that
BX,α = R˜
−1
X (BX +Aα)R˜−1X , where (5.15)
R˜X = diag(rn), Aα := diag(αn), BX =

1
d1
+ 1
d2
− 1
d2
0 . . .
− 1
d2
1
d2
+ 1
d3
− 1
d3
. . .
0 − 1
d3
1
d3
+ 1
d4
. . .
. . . . . . . . . . . .
 . (5.16)
Further, let us show that {fn}∞n=1 ⊂ dom(Θop1 ). Assume that there exists gn such that {fn, gn} ∈
Θop1 , i.e., gn = Θ
op
1 fn. The latter yields gn ∈ Hop and hence gn =
∑∞
k=1 gn,kfk. Moreover, after
straightforward calculations we obtain
DX,αf1 = r
−1
1
(−(α1 + d−11 + d−12 )e3 + d−12 e5),
DX,αfn = r
−1
n
(
d−1n e2n−1 − (αn + d−1n + d−1n+1)e2n+1 + d−1n+1e2n+3
)
, n ≥ 2
CX,αgn = −
∞∑
k=1
gn,krke2k+1, n ≥ 1.
Hence {fn, gn} ∈ Θ, i.e., equality DX,αfn = CX,αgn holds, if and only if
gn,n−1 = − 1
dnrn−1rn
, gn,n =
1
r2n
(
αn +
1
dn
+
1
dn+1
)
, gn,n+1 = − 1
dn+1rnrn+1
, n ≥ 2,
and gn,k = 0 for all k /∈ {n−1, n, n+1}. Hence fn ∈ dom(Θop1 ) and in the basis {fn}∞n=1 the matrix
representation of the operator Θop1 coincides with the matrix BX,α defined by (5.14). Since the
operator BX,α of the form (5.5) and (5.14) is closed, we conclude that Θ
op
1 and BX,α are unitarily
equivalent.
Let us summarize the above considerations in the following proposition.
Proposition 5.3. Let Π1 = {H,Γ10,Γ11} be the boundary triplet constructed in Theorem 4.1 and let
the linear relation Θ1 be defined by (5.3). Then Θ1 admits representation (5.12), where the ”pure”
relation Θ∞1 is determined by (5.13) and (5.9), and the operator part Θ
op
1 is unitarily equivalent
to the minimal Jacobi operator BX,α of the form (5.5) and (5.14).
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5.2 Self–adjontness
1. We begin with a result that reduces the property of HX,α to be self–adjoint to that of the
corresponding Jacobi matrices BX,α.
Theorem 5.4. The operator HX,α has equal deficiency indices and n+(HX,α) = n−(HX,α) ≤ 1.
Moreover, n±(HX,α) = n±(BX,α), where BX,α is the minimal operator associated with the Jacobi
matrix either (5.4) or (5.14). In particular, HX,α is self-adjoint if and only if BX,α is.
Proof. Combining Theorem 4.5 (i) with Propositions 5.1 and 5.3, we arrive at the equality
n±(HX,α) = n±(BX,α). It remans to note that for Jacobi matrices n±(BX,α) ≤ 1 (see [1, 6]).
The following result is immediate from Theorem 5.4 though we don’t know its direct proof.
Corollary 5.5. Let B
(1)
X,α and B
(2)
X,α be the minimal Jacobi operators associated with (5.14) and
(5.4), respectively. Then n±(B
(1)
X,α) = n±(B
(2)
X,α). In particular, B
(1)
X,α is self-adjoint if and only if
so is B
(2)
X,α.
Remark 5.6. It was found out by Shubin Christ and Stolz [45] that the operator HX,α may be
symmetric with n±(HX,α) = 1 even if I = R+. In this case the set of self-adjoint extensions of HX,α
can be described in terms of the classical Sturm–Liouville theory (for detail see [9]). Theorem 5.4
enables us to describe self-adjoint extensions of HX,α in a different way. More precisely, consider
the boundary triplet Π2 defined in Theorem 4.7. By Theorem 5.4, HX,α is symmetric if and only
if the Jacobi operator BX,α of the form (5.4)–(5.5) is also symmetric. By Proposition 2.2, the
mapping
B˜X,α → H eBX,α := H∗min⌈domH eBX,α , domH eBX,α := ker(Γ21 − B˜X,αΓ20)
establish a bijective correspondence between the sets of self-adjoint extensions of BX,α and HX,α.
Using various criteria of self-adjointness of Jacobi matrices (see e.g. [1, 6, 31, 32]), we obtain
necessary and sufficient conditions for the operator HX,α to be self-adjoint (symmetric) in L
2(I).
We emphasize that different parameterizations (5.4) and (5.14) of HX,α lead to different criteria.
Proposition 5.7. The Hamiltonian HX,α is self-adjoint for any α = {αn}∞n=1 ⊂ R whenever
∞∑
n=1
d2n =∞. (5.17)
Proof. Let BX,α be the minimal Jacobi operator of the form (5.7), (5.5). By Carleman’s theorem
[1], [6, Chapter VII.1.2], BX,α is self-adjoint provided that
∞∑
n=1
(d2n + d
3/2
n d
1/2
n+1) =∞. (5.18)
Clearly, d2n < d
2
n + d
3/2
n d
1/2
n+1 ≤ 74d2n + 14d2n+1 and hence relations (5.17) and (5.18) are equivalent.
One completes the proof by applying Theorem 5.4.
If lim supn dn > 0, then condition (5.17) is obviously satisfied and Proposition 5.7 yields the
following improvement of the result of Gesztesy and Kirsch (cf. [18, Theorem 3.1]).
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Corollary 5.8 ([18]). If lim supn dn > 0 (in particular, d∗ = lim infn dn > 0), then HX,α is
self-adjoint.
In fact, Gesztesy and Kirsch [18] established self-adjointness for the operator HX,α,q (see (1.1)–
(1.3)) for a wide class of unbounded potentials assuming only d∗ > 0 . Note also that under
assumption d∗ > 0 Corollary 5.8 was reproved by Kochubei [30] in the framework of boundary
triplets approach.
2. If I = R+ and condition (5.17) is violated, then the operator HX,α might be symmetric with
nontrivial deficiency indices n±(HX,α) = 1. In particular, this is the case when I = R+, dn = 1/n,
and αn = −(2n + 1) (see [45, Remark on pp. 495–496]). Our next result is partially inspired by
the example of C. Shubin Chtist and G. Stolz, and it also shows that Proposition 5.7 is sharp.
Proposition 5.9. Let {dn}∞n=1 ∈ l2, dn ≥ 0, and
dn−1dn+1 ≥ d2n, n ∈ N. (5.19)
If, in addition, the strengths αn of δ-interactions satisfy
∞∑
n=1
dn+1
∣∣∣∣αn + 1dn + 1dn+1
∣∣∣∣ <∞, (5.20)
then the operator HX,α is symmetric with n±(HX,α) = 1.
Proof. Consider the Jacobi matrix (5.14). To apply [32, Theorem 1] we denote an := r
−2
n (αn +
1/dn + 1/dn+1) and bn := (rnrn+1dn+1)
−1, n ∈ N, and define the sequence {cn}∞n=1 as follows
c1 := b1, c2 := 1, cn+1 := −bn−1
bn
cn−1, n ∈ N.
It is easily seen that
cn+1 = (−1)n+1rn+1dn+1 dn−1 · . . .
dn dn−2 · . . . · c˜, n ∈ N; c˜ :=
{
c1r
−1
1 , n = 2k + 1,
c2r
−1
2 , n = 2k.
Due to (5.19), we obtain
dn+1 dn−1 · . . .
dn dn−2 · . . . =
√
dn+2
dn+1√
dn+2dn
dn−1 · . . .√
dndn−2 · . . .
≤ C
√
dn+2, n ∈ N. (5.21)
Therefore,
|cn+1| ≤ c˜Crn+1
√
dn+2,
and hence {cn}∞n=1 ∈ l2. On the other hand, it follows from (5.20) and (5.21) that
∑∞
n=1 |an|c2n <∞.
By [32, Theorem 1], this inequality together with the inclusion {cn}∞n=1 ∈ l2 yields n±(BX,α) = 1.
It remains to apply Theorem 5.4.
Remark 5.10. Note that in the case I = R+ the self-adjointness of HX,α for arbitrary α ⊂ R
was erroneously stated in [36, 37].
Let us present sufficient conditions for self-adjointness in the case when (5.17) does not hold.
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Proposition 5.11. Assume that (5.17) does not hold. Let also α = {αn}∞n=1 and X = {xn}∞n=1
satisfy one of the following conditions:
(i)
∞∑
n=1
|αn|dndn+1rn−1rn+1 =∞, rn =
√
dn + dn+1. (5.22)
(ii) There exists a positive constant C1 > 0 such that
αn +
1
dn
(
1 +
rn
rn−1
)
+
1
dn+1
(
1 +
rn
rn+1
)
≤ C1(dn + dn+1), n ∈ N. (5.23)
(iii) There exists a positive constant C2 > 0 such that
αn +
1
dn
(
1− rn
rn−1
)
+
1
dn+1
(
1− rn
rn+1
)
≥ −C2(dn + dn+1), n ∈ N. (5.24)
Then the operator HX,α is self-adjoint in L
2(I).
Proof. (i) Since {dn}∞n=1 ∈ l2, we get
∑∞
n=1(dn + dn+1)rn−1rn+1 < C
∑∞
n=1 d
2
n < ∞. Applying
the Dennis-Wall test ([1, p.25, Problem 2]) to matrix (5.14), we obtain that (5.22) yields self-
adjointness of the minimal operator BX,α associated with (5.14). By Theorem 5.4, HX,α = H
∗
X,α.
(ii)− (iii) Applying [6, Theorem VII.1.4] (see also [1, Problem 3, p.37]) to the Jacobi matrix
(5.14), we obtain that conditions (5.23) and (5.24) guarantee self-adjointness of BX,α. Theorem
5.4 completes the proof.
Conditions (i)–(iii) show that if HX,α is self-adjoint, then the coefficients αn cannot tend to
∞ very fast. Let us demonstrate this by considering an example.
Example 5.12. Let I = R+, x0 = 0, xn − xn−1 = dn := 1/n, n ∈ N. Consider the operator
HA := − d
2
dx2
+
∞∑
n=1
αnδ(x− xn). (5.25)
Clearly, {dn}∞n=1 ∈ l2, i.e., condition (5.17) is violated. Applying Propositions 5.9 and 5.11, after
straightforward calculations we obtain:
(i) If
∑∞
n=1
|αn|
n3
=∞, then the operator HA is self-adjoint (cf. Proposition 5.11 (i)).
(ii) If αn ≤ −4
(
n + 1
2
)
+O(n−1), then HA is self-adjoint (cf. Proposition 5.11 (ii)).
(iii) If αn ≥ −Cn , n ∈ N, C ≡ const > 0, then HA is self-adjoint (cf. Proposition 5.11 (iii)).
(iv) If αn = −2n− 1 +O(n−ε) with some ε > 0, then n±(HA) = 1 (cf. Proposition 5.9).
Conditions (ii) and (iii) show that there is a gap between conditions of self-adjointness. More-
over, (iii) shows that for the case of positive interactions αn the operator HA is self-adjoint. We
can extend (iv) as follows.
Proposition 5.13. Let the Hamiltonian HA be the same as in Example 5.12. If
αn = a
(
n+
1
2
)
+O(n−1), a ∈ (−4, 0), (5.26)
then the operator HA is symmetric with n±(HA) = 1.
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Proof. Define the sequence
r˜n+1 :=
dn+1
r˜n
, r˜1 := 1, dn =
1
n
, n ∈ N. (5.27)
Then
r˜n+1 =
n(n− 2) · . . .
(n+ 1)(n− 1) · . . . =
n!!
(n + 1)!!
(5.28)
Let us estimate r˜n. Observe that
(2k − 1)!! = 2kΓ(k +
1
2
)
Γ(1/2)
, (2k)!! = 2kΓ(k + 1),
where Γ(·) is the classical Γ-function. Using the asymptotic of Γ(·), we get
(4k + 1)r˜22k =
4
π
(
1 +O(k−2)
)
, (4k + 3)r˜22k+1 = π
(
1 +O(k−2)
)
, k →∞. (5.29)
Indeed, consider the first equality in (5.29). Since Γ(1/2) =
√
π and
Γ(k) =
√
2πe−kkk−1/2
(
1 +
1
12k
+O(k−2)
)
,(
1 +
1
k
)k
= e
(
1− 1
2k
+O(k−2)
)
,
we obtain
(4k + 1)r˜22k = (4k + 1)
Γ(k + 1/2)2
πΓ(k + 1)2
= (4k + 1)
e
π
(k + 1/2)2k(1 + 1
6(2k+1)
+O(k−2))2
(k + 1)2k+1(1 + 1
6(2k+2)
+O(k−2))2
=
e
π
4k + 1
k + 1/2
(
1 +
1
2k + 1
)−(2k+1) (
1 +O(k−2)
)
=
4
π
(
1 +O(k−2)
)
, k →∞. (5.30)
Further, define α0 := {α0n}∞n=1 by setting
α0n :=
{ −(4k + 1) + 4
pi
(
1 + a
2
)
r˜−2n , n = 2k,
−(4k + 3) + π(1 + a
2
)
r˜−2n , n = 2k + 1.
Clearly, by (5.29), α0 satisfies (5.26). Moreover, for this choise of α0 we get
BX,α0 +Aα0 = R˜−11 JaR˜−11 ,
where BX,α0 is defined by (5.14), Aα0 = diag(α0n), and
R˜1 := diag(r˜n), and Ja :=

4
pi
(
1 + a
2
)
1 0 0 . . .
1 π
(
1 + a
2
)
1 0 . . .
0 1 4
pi
(
1 + a
2
)
1 . . .
0 0 1 π
(
1 + a
2
)
. . .
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
 .
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The Floquet determinant (see, for instance, [48, §7.1]) of the peridic Jacobi matrix Ja is ∆a(λ) =
−2 + (λ− 4
pi
(
1 + a
2
)
)(λ− π(1 + a
2
)
). Note that all solutions of τaf = 0 are bounded if |∆a(0)| < 2
(here τa is a difference expression associated with the matrix Ja). The latter is equivalent to the
inequality 0 < |1 + a
2
| < 1. Moreover, all solutions of τ−2f = 0 are bounded too. Therefore, all
solutions of τaf = 0 are bounded if
|2 + a| < 2.
Furthermore, g solves τX,αy = 0 precisely when R˜XR˜1g solves τaf = 0. By (5.28)–(5.29) and
(5.16), we get {rnr˜n}n∈N ∈ l2. Hence all solutions of the equation τX,αy = 0 are l2 solutions,
that is the operator BX,α0 is symmetric with n±(BX,α0) = 1. Since bounded perturbations do not
change the deficiency indices of BX,α, we complete the proof by applying Theorem 4.5 (i).
5.3 Resolvent comparability
Let us fixX = {xn}∞1 ⊂ I and consider Hamiltonians HX,α1 and HX,α2 corresponding the strengths
α1 = {α(1)n }∞n=1 and α2 = {α(2)n }∞n=1, respectively.
Proposition 5.14. Suppose HX,α1 and HX,α2 are self-adjoint and BX,α1 and BX,α2 the corre-
sponding (self-adjoint) Jacobi operators defined either by (5.4) or (5.14). Then for any z ∈
ρ(HX,α1) ∩ ρ(HX,α2) and p ∈ (0,∞) ∪ {∞} the inclusion
(HX,α1 − z)−1 − (HX,α2 − z)−1 ∈ Sp (5.31)
is equivalent to the inclusion
(BX,α1 − i)−1 − (BX,α2 − i)−1 ∈ Sp. (5.32)
Proof. Combining Theorem 4.5 with Proposition 5.3, we get the result with BX,αj defined by
(5.14). The result with the matrices defined by (5.4) is implied by combining Proposition 5.1 with
Remark 4.8.
Next we present simple sufficient condition.
Corollary 5.15. If
{
α
(1)
n −α(2)n
dn+1
}∞
n=1
∈ lp, p ∈ (0,∞) (∈ c0, p =∞), then inclusion (5.31) holds.
Proof. Clearly, l2,0 ⊂ dom(BX,α1) ∩ dom(BX,α2). On the other hand, for any f ∈ l2,0 (5.6) yields
BX,α2f − BX,α1f = R−1X
(
B˜α1 − B˜α2
)
R−1X f = ⊕∞n=1
(
α
(1)
n −α(2)n
dn+1
0
0 0
)
f.
Hence and due to the assumption, BX,α2 −BX,α1 ∈ Sp ⊂ [H] and dom(BX,α1) = dom(BX,α2). It
remains to apply Proposition 2.5.
In the case d∗ > 0, the resolvent comparability criterion was obtained in [30] (see also [37]).We
omit the corresponding proof, though it can be extracted from Proposition 5.14.
Corollary 5.16 ([30, 37]). If 0 < d∗ ≤ d∗ <∞, then (5.31) is equivalent to the inclusion
(α(1)n − i)−1 − (α(2)n − i)−2 ∈ lp, p ∈ (0,∞), (∈ c0, if p =∞). (5.33)
Moreover, if {α(j)n }∞n=1 ∈ l∞, then (5.33) holds precisely when {α(1)n − α(2)n }∞n=1 ∈ lp (∈ c0).
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5.4 Operators with discrete spectrum
Combining the results of Section 5.1 with Theorem 4.5, we obtain the discreteness criterion for
the Hamiltonian HX,α.
Theorem 5.17. Let BX,α be the minimal Jacobi operator defined either by (5.4) or (5.14).
(i) If n±(BX,α) = 1, then any self-adjoint extension of HX,α has discrete spectrum.
(ii) If BX,α = B
∗
X,α, then the Hamiltonian HX,α(= H
∗
X,α) has discrete spectrum if and only if
• limn→∞ dn = 0, and
• BX,α has discrete spectrum.
Proof. 1) To be precise, let BX,α be defined by (5.4). Since n±(BX,α) = 1, any self-adjoint
extension of BX,α has discrete spectrum (see [1, 6]). Moreover, by Corollary 5.8, limn→∞ dn = 0.
Hence the operator H0 defined by (4.17) has discrete spectrum too. The Krein resolvent formula
(2.9) implies that any self-adjoint extension of HX,α is discrete.
2) follows from Theorem 4.5 (iv) and Remark 4.8.
Next we present some sufficient conditions for self-adjoint Hamiltonian HX,α to be discrete.
Proposition 5.18. Assume that the operator BX,α defined by (5.4)–(5.5) is self-adjoint and
limn→∞ dn = 0. If
lim
n→∞
|αn|
dn
=∞ and lim
n→∞
1
dnαn
> −1
4
, (5.34)
then the operator HX,α has discrete spectrum.
Proof. Applying [10, Theorem 8] to the operator B′X,α of the form (5.7), we obtain that the
spectrum of B′X,α is discrete provided that limn→∞ dn = 0 and conditions (5.34) are satisfied.
Theorem 5.17 completes the proof.
Proposition 5.18 enables us to construct Hamiltonians HX,α with discrete spectrum, which is
not lower semibounded.
Example 5.19. (a) Let I = R+, xn =
√
n, n ∈ N. Then dn = 1√n+√n+1 ≈ 12√n and, by
Proposition 5.7, the operator HX,α is self-adjoint for arbitrary α = {αn}∞n=1 ⊂ R. Consider the
operator
Hε := − d
2
dx2
+
∞∑
n=1
n−ε δ(x−√n), ε ∈ (0, 1/2).
Clearly, conditions (5.34) hold and hence the operator Hε is discrete if ε ∈ (0, 1/2).
(b) Again, let I = R+, xn =
√
n, n ∈ N. Define αn = −C
√
n, C ≡ const ∈ R. By Proposition
5.18, the operator
HC := − d
2
dx2
−
∞∑
n=1
C
√
n δ(x−√n),
has discrete spectrum if C > 8. Moreover, the operator HC is not lower semibounded since so is
the operator considered in Proposition 5.28 (see below).
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Remark 5.20. It was stated in [38] that the spectrum σ(HX,α) of HX,α is not discrete whenever
α ∈ l∞. However, Example 5.19 (a) shows that σ(HX,α) may be discrete even if limn→∞ αn = 0.
Proposition 5.21. Let the operator BX,α defined by (5.14) be self-adjoint and limn→∞ dn = 0. If
lim
n→∞
|αn + 1/dn + 1/dn+1|
dn + dn+1
=∞,
lim
n→∞
(
αndn+1 + 1 +
dn+1
dn
)−1(
αn+1dn+1 + 1 +
dn+1
dn+2
)−1
<
1
4
, (5.35)
then the operator HX,α has discrete spectrum.
Proof. Applying [10, Theorem 8] to the Jacobi matrix BX,α of the form (5.14) we get that BX,α
is discrete. Since limn→∞ dn = 0, by Theorem 5.17 so is HX,α.
Remark 5.22. In the case limn→∞ dndn+1 = 1, Proposition 5.18 follows from Proposition 5.21.
Let us also note that the second of conditions (5.34) (of conditions (5.35)) is sharp. In [47],
under additional mild assumptions on coefficients it is shown that the operator BX,α has absolutely
continuous spectrum if the limit in (5.34) is less than −1
4
( resp. greater than 1
4
) and {dn}n∈N /∈ l2.
Proposition 5.23. Assume that limn→∞ dn = 0 and
lim
n→∞
1(
dn + dn+1
) (αn + 1
dn
+
1
dn+1
− rn−1
dnrn
− rn+1
dn+1rn
)
= +∞, (5.36)
where rn =
√
dn + dn+1. Then the operator HX,α is self-adjoint and has discrete spectrum.
Proof. By Proposition 5.11 (iii), the operator BX,α defined by (5.14) is self-adjoint. By [11,
Theorem 3.1], (5.36) yields discreteness of BX,α. It remains to apply Theorem 5.17.
5.5 Semiboundedness
We start with general criterion of semiboundedness.
Theorem 5.24. Let the minimal Jacobi operator BX,α be defined by (5.5) and (5.14). Then the
operator HX,α is lower semibounded if and only if BX,α is lower semibounded.
Proof. According to (5.3) HX,α = HΘ1 . By Theorem 4.5 (ii), the operator HX,α = HΘ1 is lower
semibounded if and only if Θ1 is. It remains to note that by Proposition 5.3, the operator part
Θop1 of Θ1 is unitarily equivalent to the operator BX,α defined by (5.5) and(5.14).
Let us present several conditions for semiboundedness in terms of X = {xn}∞1 and α = {αn}∞1 .
The following result has been obtained in [7] using the form method.
Corollary 5.25 ([7]). Let d∗ > 0. Then the operator HX,α is lower semibounded if and only if
inf
n→∞
αn > −∞. (5.37)
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Proof. Since d∗ > 0, the operators BX , RX , R−1X in (5.15) are bounded. Therefore, BX,α is
semibounded if and only if so is Aα, that is the sequence α = {αn}∞n=1.
In the case d∗ = 0 the situation becomes more complicated. Indeed, condition (5.37) is no
longer necessary for lower semiboundedness (see [7, Example 2]). Moreover, we will show that
(5.37) is no longer sufficient (cf. [36, Corollary 2] where the opposite statement is announced).
Moreover, HX,α might be non-semibounded below even if infn→∞ αn = 0.
We begin with the following sufficient condition.
Corollary 5.26. The Hamiltonian HX,α is semibounded below whenever
inf
n→∞
αn
dn + dn+1
> −∞, (5.38)
Proof. The matrix BX in (5.16) admits the representation BX = (I − U∗)D−1X (I − U), where
DX := diag(dn) and U is unilateral shift in l2. Hence BX is nonnegative, BX ≥ 0, and we get
BX,α = R˜
−1
X (BX +Aα)R˜−1X ≥ R˜−1X AαR˜−1X ,
Since R˜X = diag(rn) and Aα = diag(αn) we obtain lower semiboundedness of BX,α by combining
the last inequality with condition (5.38). Theorem 5.24 completes the proof.
Remark 5.27. In the case d∗ > 0, condition (5.38) is equivalent to (5.37) and hence is also
necessary for semiboundedness of HX,α. If d∗ = 0, then (5.38) is only sufficient (see [7, Example
2]).
Note that condition (5.38) may be violated even if αn → 0. Next example shows that in this
case the operator HX,α might be non-semibounded below.
Proposition 5.28. Let I = R+ and xn =
√
n. If αn = −n−ε with ε ∈ [0, 1/2), then the operator
HX,α is self-adjoint and not semibounded below in L
2(I).
Proof. Note that dn =
√
n − √n− 1 = 1√
n−1+√n ≍ 12√n as n → ∞. Hence, by Proposition 5.7,
the operator HX,α is self-adjoint.
By Proposition 5.3, HX,α = HΘ1 , where the operator part Θ
′
1 of Θ1 is unitarily equivalent to
the Jacobi matrix BX,α of the form (5.14). Clearly, BX,α admits the following representation
BX,α = R˜
−1
X (BX +Aα)R˜−1X = R˜−1X
[
D
−1/2
X
(
Jper + UK
2U∗ + UK +KU∗ + A˜α
)
D
−1/2
X
]
R˜−1X ,
where DX = diag(dn), U is unilateral shift in l2, and
Jper =

2 1 0 . . .
1 2 1 . . .
0 1 2 . . .
. . . . . . . . . . . .
 , K = diag(kn), kn :=
√
dn−1√
dn
− 1, A˜α = AαDX = diag(α˜n).
Note that α˜n = αndn ≍ −n−(1/2+ε) and kn = O(n−1) as n → ∞. Since ε ∈ [0, 1/2), the sum
1
2
α˜n + kn is negative for n large enough. Therefore, B˜X,α := R˜
−1
X
[
D
−1/2
X
(
Jper +
1
2
A˜α
)
D
−1/2
X
]
R˜−1X is
lower semibounded if so is BX,α.
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Let fN = (f1, . . . , f2N , 0, 0, . . . ), where f2n = 1, f2n−1 = −1, n ∈ {1, . . . , N}. Then we get
(A˜αfN , fN) =
2N∑
n=1
αndn = −
2N∑
n=1
n−ε√
n+
√
n− 1 ≥ −
2N∑
n=1
n−ε−1/2,
(JperfN , fN) = 2, ‖R˜XD1/2X fN‖2 =
2N∑
n=1
dn(
√
dn +
√
dn+1)
2 ≥
2N∑
n=1
1
n+ 1
=
2N+1∑
n=2
1
n
.
Therefore,
inf
f 6=0
(B˜X,αf, f)
‖f‖2 ≤
(
(Jper +
1
2
A˜α)fN , fN
)
‖R˜XD1/2X fN‖2
≤ −
∑2N
n=1 n
−ε−1/2∑2N+1
n=2 n
−1 ≍ −
(2N)1/2−ε
log(2N + 1)
, N →∞.
Since ε ∈ [0, 1/2), the operator B˜X,α is not lower semibounded and hence so is BX,α. By Theorem
5.24, HX,α is not lower semibounded too.
Remark 5.29. The matrix BX,α in Proposition 5.28 can be considered as an unbounded Jacobi
matrix with periodically modulated entries [24, 25]. But in the above situation we cannot apply
the criteria of Janas and Naboko [25, §2] since σac(Jper) = [0, 2]. In the proof of Proposition 5.28
we follow the line of [25, Example 3.2].
Remark 5.30. (i) In [36, Theorem 3.2], it was announced (without proof) that HX,α is lower
semibounded if I = R+ and (5.37) holds. However, by Proposition 5.28, HX,α may be not lower
semibounded even in the case limn→∞ αn = 0.
(ii) Using the form method, semiboundedness of the the operator HX,α has been studied by
Brasche (see [7] and references therein). In the case when all strength αn are negative, he ob-
tained a criterion for the operator HX,α to be lower semibounded [7, Theorem 3]. Note also that
Proposition 5.28 can be extracted from [7, Theorem 3].
Semiboundedness and discreteness of the operator HX,α will be treated by using the form method
in our forthcoming paper.
6 Operators with δ′-interactions
Let I and X be as in Section 4 and let β = {βn}∞n=1 ⊂ R. Consider the following operator in
L2(I)
H0X,β := −
d2
dx2
,
dom(H0X,α) = {f ∈ W 2,2comp(I \X) : f
′(0+) = 0, f ′(xn+) = f ′(xn−)
f(xn+)− f(xn−) = βnf ′(xn) , xn ∈ X}. (6.1)
Note that H0X,β is symmetric in L
2(I). Denote its closure by HX,β, HX,β = H0X,β. The Hamiltonian
HX,β is known in the literature as the Hamiltonian of δ
′-interactions with strengths βn at points
xn (see [3, 4, 19, 17, 46]) and it is associated with the formal differential expression
ℓX,β := − d
2
dx2
+
∞∑
n=1
βn(·, δ′n)δ′n, βn ∈ R, (6.2)
where δ′n := δ
′(x− xn).
In what follows we always assume that βn 6= 0, n ∈ N, and d∗ <∞.
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6.1 Parametrization of the operator HX,β
Following the line of reasoning of Subsection 5.1, we treat HX,β as an extension of Hmin defined
by (1.6). As in Subsection 5.1 we consider two parameterizations of HX,β corresponding to the
boundary triplets constructed in Theorems 4.1 and 4.7.
1. The first parametrization. We begin with the triplet Π1 = {H,Γ10,Γ11} constructed in
Theorem 4.1 and denote by Θ1 the linear relation parameterizing the operator HX,β in the triplet
Π1 according to (4.16). Since βn 6= 0, n ∈ N, the operator HX,β is disjoint with the operator
H0 := H
∗
min⌈ker(Γ10) (cf. (4.17) and (4.8)). Therefore, by Proposition 2.2, the linear relation Θ1 is
a closed (not necessarily densely defined) operator.
Consider the following Jacobi matrix
BX,β :=

d−21 d
−2
1 0 0 0 . . .
d−21
d−11
β1
+ d−21
d
−1/2
1 d
−1/2
2
β1
0 0 . . .
0
d
−1/2
1 d
−1/2
2
β1
d−12
β1
+ d−22 d
−2
2 0 . . .
0 0 d−22
d−12
β2
+ d−22
d
−1/2
2 d
−1/2
3
β2
. . .
0 0 0
d
−1/2
2 d
−1/2
3
β2
d−13
β2
+ d−23 . . .
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

. (6.3)
Note that BX,β admits the representation
BX,β = R
−1
X (B˜β −QX)R−1X , B˜β =

0 0 0 0 . . .
0 1
β1
1
β1
0 . . .
0 1
β1
1
β1
0 . . .
0 0 0 1
β2
. . .
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
 , (6.4)
where RX = ⊕∞n1Rn, QX = ⊕∞n=1Qn are determined by (4.11). Arguing as in the proof of
Proposition 5.1, we arrive at the following proposition.
Proposition 6.1. Let Π1 = {H,Γ10,Γ11} be the boundary triplet constructed in Theorem 4.1 and
let BX,β be the minimal closed symmetric operator associated with the matrix (6.3). Then Θ1 is
densely defined, Θ1 ∈ C(H), and Θ1 = BX,β, that is
HX,β = HBX,β := H
∗
min⌈dom(HBX,β), domHBX,β := {f ∈ dom(H∗min) : Γ11 = BX,βΓ10}. (6.5)
2. The second parametrization. Consider now the boundary triplet Π2 = {H,Γ20,Γ21}
constructed in Theorem 4.7. Further, consider another Jacobi matrix
BX,β =

0 −d−21 0 0 0 . . .
−d−21 −(β1 + d1)d−31 d−3/21 d−1/22 0 0 . . .
0 d
−3/2
1 d
−1/2
2 0 −d−22 0 . . .
0 0 −d−22 −(β2 + d2)d−32 d−3/22 d−1/23 . . .
0 0 0 d
−3/2
2 d
−1/2
3 0 . . .
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

. (6.6)
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Though we denote by BX,β two different Jacobi matrices (6.4) and (6.6), it will not lead to mis-
understanding in the sequel. Using the boundary triplet Π2 = {H,Γ20,Γ21}, after straightforward
calculations we arrive at the following parametrization of HX,β.
Proposition 6.2. Let Π2 = {H,Γ20,Γ21} be the boundary triplet constructed in Theorem 4.7 and
let BX,β be the minimal closed symmetric operator associated with the Jacobi matrix (6.6). Then
HX,β = HBX,β := H
∗
min⌈domHBX,β , domHBX,β = {f ∈ dom(H∗min) : Γ21 = BX,βΓ20}. (6.7)
6.2 Self–adjointness
The following result gives a self-adjointness criterion for the operator with δ′-interactions on X .
Theorem 6.3. The operator HX,β has equal deficiency indices and n+(HX,β) = n−(HX,β) ≤ 1.
Moreover, HX,β is self-adjoint if and only if at least one of the following conditions is satisfied:
(i)
∑∞
n=1 dn =∞, i.e., I = R+.
(ii)
∑∞
n=1
[
dn+1 |
∑n
i=1(βi + di)|2
]
=∞.
Proof. Combining Theorem 4.5 (i) with Proposition 6.1, we get n±(HX,β) = n±(BX,β). Since BX,β
is a minimal Jacobi operator, n+(HX,β) = n−(HX,β) ≤ 1.
Further, consider the Jacobi matrix BX,β defined by (6.3). One can check that BX,β admits
the representation (2.15). Namely,
BX,β = R
−1
X (I + U)D
−1
X,β(I + U
∗)R−1X , DX,β :=

d1 0 0 0 . . .
0 β1 0 0 . . .
0 0 d2 0 . . .
0 0 0 β2 . . .
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
 , (6.8)
where U is unilateral shift in l2 and RX = ⊕∞n=1Rn is defined by (4.11). In other words, BX,β
coincides with Jm,l defined by (2.15) if we set
l2n−1 := dn, l2n := βn, m2n−1 = m2n := dn, n ∈ N. (6.9)
Therefore, the corresponding difference equation τX,βy = 0 has the following linearly independent
solutions (cf. [1, formulas (0.9), p.236])
P (0) := {pn}∞n=1, p2n−1 = −p2n =
√
dn
Q(0) := {qn}∞n=1, q2n−1 = −
√
dn
∑n−1
k=1(βk + dk), q2n = −q2n−1 + d3/2n
, n ∈ N.
The operator BX,β is symmetric with n±(BX,β) = 1 precisely when P (0), Q(0) ∈ l2 (cf. [1, 6]).
The latter holds if and only if both conditions (i) and (ii) are not satisfied.
Condition (i) of Theorem 6.3 immediately yields the following result of Buschmann, Stolz and
Weidmann [9, Theorem 4.7].
Corollary 6.4 ([9]). If I = R+, then the operator HX,β with δ′-interactions is self-adjoint.
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Remark 6.5. In the case d∗ = 0, the structure of the boundary matrices BX,α and BX,β that corre-
spond to operators with δ- and δ′-interactions, respectively, is completely different. Therefore, the
spectral properties of the operators HX,α and HX,β are substantially different (cf. Proposition 5.9
and Corollary 6.4). Moreover, for the Hamiltonian HX,β Theorem 6.3 gives simple self-adjointness
criterion formulated in terms of both X and β, although for the Hamiltonian HX,α we have only
necessary and sufficient conditions.
6.3 Resolvent comparability
Let us fix X ⊂ I and assume that d∗ < ∞. Consider the Hamiltonians HX,β(1) and HX,β(2) (6.1)
with strengths β = β(1) and β = β(2), respectively.
Proposition 6.6. Suppose HX,β(1) and HX,β(2) are self-adjoint. Let also BX,β(1) and BX,β(2) be the
corresponding (self-adjoint) Jacobi operators defined either by (6.3) or by (6.6). Then:
(i) For any p ∈ (0,∞] and for any z ∈ ρ(HX,β(1)) ∩ ρ(HX,β(2)) the inclusion
(HX,β(1) − z)−1 − (HX,β(2) − z)−1 ∈ Sp (6.10)
is equivalent to the inclusion
(BX,β(1) − i)−1 − (BX,β(2) − i)−1 ∈ Sp. (6.11)
(ii) If {(
1
β
(1)
n
− 1
β
(2)
n
)(
1
dn
+
1
dn+1
)}∞
n=1
∈ lp, p ∈ (0,∞) (∈ c0, p =∞),
then (6.10) holds.
(iii) If {
β
(1)
n − β(2)n
d3n
}∞
n=1
∈ lp, p ∈ (0,∞) (∈ c0, p =∞),
then (6.10) holds.
Proof. (i) follows from Theorem 4.5 and Propositions 6.1 and 6.2.
Proof of (ii) and (iii) is similar to the proof of Corollary 5.15. We only emphasize that for
proving (ii) we use parametrization (6.3), while for proving (iii) we exploit parametrization (6.6)
of the Hamiltonians HX,β(1) and HX,β(2) .
In the case d∗ > 0, the resolvent comparability criterion was obtained in [39].
Corollary 6.7 ([39]). If 0 < d∗ ≤ d∗ <∞, then (6.10) is equivalent to the inclusion
(β(1)n − i)−1 − (β(2)n − i)−1 ∈ lp, p ∈ (0,∞), (∈ c0, p =∞). (6.12)
The proof of Corollary 6.7 can be extracted from Proposition 6.6 (i) and we omit it.
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6.4 Operators with discrete spectrum
Following the line of Subsection 5.4, we begin with the criterion for the operator HX,β to have
purely discrete spectrum.
Theorem 6.8. Let BX,β be the minimal Jacobi operator defined either by (6.3) or by (6.6).
(i) If n±(BX,α) = 1, i.e., both conditions of Theorem 6.3 are not satisfied, then any self-adjoint
extension of HX,β has discrete spectrum.
(ii) If BX,β = B
∗
X,β, then the Hamiltonian HX,β(= H
∗
X,β) has discrete spectrum if and only if
• limn→∞ dn = 0, and
• BX,β has discrete spectrum.
Proof. Easily follows from Theorem 4.5 and the results of Subsection 6.1.
Let us first present several simple necessary conditions for the operator HX,β to have purely
discrete spectrum.
Proposition 6.9. Let I = R+, dn → 0. If there exists a positive constant C > 0 such that at
least one of the following conditions is satisfied:
(i) βn ≥ −Cd3n, n ∈ N,
(ii) β−n ≤ −C(d−1n + d−1n+1), n ∈ N, (β−n := βn if βn < 0 and β−n := −∞ if βn > 0),
then the spectrum of the operator HX,β is not discrete.
Proof. First, assume that βn > 0, n ∈ N. Consider the matrix (6.3). Since BX,β admits the
representation (6.8), we can apply the discreteness criterion of Kac and Krein (Theorem 2.12).
However, by (6.9), neither {mn}∞n=1 nor {ln}∞n=1 is in l1 if {dn}∞n=1 /∈ l1. Hence, by Remark 2.13,
the spectrum of BX,β is not discrete. Applying Theorem 6.8, we conclude that the spectrum of
HX,β is not discrete.
Consider now the matrix BX,β defined by (6.6) and assume that condition (i) is satisfied, i.e.,
βn ≥ −Cd3n, n ∈ N, with some positive constant C > 0. Setting β˜n := βn if βn > 0 and β˜n := Cd3n
if βn < 0, we obtain {(βn − β˜n)d−3n }∞n=1 ∈ l∞ and, by Proposition 6.6(iii), BX,β is a bounded
perturbation of BX,eβ . Therefore, the spectra of BX,β and BX,eβ are discrete only simultaneously.
However, as it is already proved, the spectrum of BX,eβ is not discrete since β˜n > 0, n ∈ N.
Theorem 6.8 (ii) completes the proof.
Assume now that condition (ii) holds. Then the matrix BX,β of the form (6.3) is a bounded
perturbation of the matrix BX,|β|, where |β| := {|βn|}∞n=1, since{(
1
βn
− 1|βn|
)(
1
dn
+
1
dn+1
)}∞
n=1
∈ l∞.
Therefore, (i) implies that the spectrum of BX,β is not discrete and hence the spectrum of HX,β
is not discrete.
Corollary 6.10. If I = R+ and βn > 0 for all n ∈ N, then the spectrum of HX,β is not discrete.
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The following result gives sufficient condition for the operator HX,β to have discrete spectrum.
Proposition 6.11. Assume βn + dn ≥ 0 for all n ∈ N.
(i) Let I = [0, b) be a bounded interval and let X and β be such that the Hamiltonian HX,β is
self-adjoint. Then HX,β has discrete spectrum if and only if
lim
n→∞
(b− xn)
n∑
j=1
(βj + dj) = 0. (6.13)
(ii) Let I = R+. Then the Hamiltonian HX,β (= H∗X,β) has discrete spectrum if and only if
lim
n→∞
xn
∞∑
j=n
d3j = 0 and lim
n→∞
xn
∞∑
j=n
(βj + dj) = 0. (6.14)
Proof. Consider the minimal symmetric operator associated with the Jacobi matrix (6.6). First
note that it is unitarily equivalent to the Jacobi operator with positive offdiagonal entries,
B′X,β =

0 d−21 0 0 0 . . .
d−21 −(β1 + d1)d−31 d−3/21 d−1/22 0 0 . . .
0 d
−3/2
1 d
−1/2
2 0 d
−2
2 0 . . .
0 0 d−22 −(β2 + d2)d−32 d−3/22 d−1/23 . . .
0 0 0 d
−3/2
2 d
−1/2
3 0 . . .
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

. (6.15)
Further, consider the orthogonal decomposition
l2 = H1 ⊕H2, H1 = span{e2n−1}n∈N, H2 = span{e2n}n∈N.
Define the unitary operators
Vj : Hj → l2, (j = 1, 2), V1(e2n−1) = en and V2(e2n) = en, n ∈ N. (6.16)
Then the operator B˜X,β := V B
′
X,βV
−1 with V := V1 ⊕ V2 admits the representation
B˜X,β =
(
D
−1/2
X 0
0 D
−3/2
X
)(
0H1 I + U
I + U∗ −(Bβ +DX)
)(
D
−1/2
X 0
0 D
−3/2
X
)
,
where
Bβ = diag(βn), DX = diag(dn),
and U is unilateral shift. Since B′X,β is symmetric and dim kerB
′
X,β ≤ 1, the inverse operator
(B˜X,β)
−1 is closed on H⊖ ker(B′X,β) and is given by the following matrix
(B˜X,β)
−1 =
(
D
1/2
X 0
0 D
3/2
X
)( −(I + U∗)−1(Bβ +DX)(I + U)−1 (I + U∗)−1
(I + U)−1 0
)(
D
1/2
X 0
0 D
3/2
X
)
.
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Therefore, the operator (BX,β)
−1 is compact precisely when the spectra of operators
Jβ := D
−1/2
X (I + U)(Bβ +DX)−1(I + U∗)D−1/2X , (6.17)
JX := D
−1/2
X (I + U)D
−3
X (I + U
∗)D−1/2X , (6.18)
are purely discrete. Without loss of generality we can assume that βn + dn > 0 for all n ∈ N.
Indeed, in the opposite case we can choose β˜n satisfying the assumption of Proposition 6.11 and
such that β˜n + dn > 0, n ∈ N, and {(β˜n − βn)d−3n }∞n=1 ∈ c0. By Proposition 6.6(iii), BX,eβ is
a bounded perturbation of BX,β and hence the operators HX,β and HX,eβ have discrete spectrum
simultaneously.
As in Subsection 2.2, with JX and Jβ we associate the functions
MX(x) =
∑
yn−1<x
dn, yn − yn−1 = d3n, Mβ(x) =
∑
zn−1<x
dn, zn − zn−1 = βn + dn, (6.19)
respectively. Here x > 0 and y0 = z0 = 0.
We begin with the case of a finite interval I, i.e., assume that∑n∈N dn <∞. Then∑n∈N d3n <
∞ and hence the string with the massMX is regular. Therefore, σ(JX) is discrete (see [27, Section
11.8]). Moreover, by Theorem 2.12, the operator Jβ has discrete spectrum precisely when (6.13)
holds.
Assume now that I = R+, i.e.,
∑
n∈N dn =∞. By Theorem 2.12, σ(JX) is discrete if and only
if {d3n}∞n=1 ∈ l1 and the first condition in (6.14) holds. Further, σ(Jβ) is discrete precisely when
{βn + dn}∞n=1 ∈ l1 and the function Mβ also satisfies the second condition in (2.12), that is the
second condition in (6.14) holds.
Theorem 6.8 completes the proof.
Corollary 6.12. Let I = R+. Then for any β the spectrum of the operator HX,β is not discrete
if at least one of the following conditions is satisfied
(i) {dn}∞n=1 /∈ l3,
(ii) {dn}∞n=1 ∈ l3 and
lim
n→∞
xn
∞∑
j=n
d3j > 0. (6.20)
Proof. Let σ(HX,β) be discrete. Consider the operator JX defined by (6.18). It easily follows from
the proof of Proposition 6.11 that σ(JX) is discrete. However, by Theorem 2.12, JX has discrete
spectrum if and only if {dn}∞n=1 ∈ l3 and the limit in (6.20) equals 0.
Let us illustrate the above results by the following example.
Example 6.13. Let I = R+. Consider the Hamiltonian
Hβ = − d
2
dx2
+
∞∑
n=1
βn(·, δ′(x− nε))δ′(x− nε), 0 < ε < 1.
First note that, by Theorem 6.3 (see also [9, Theorem 4.7]), the operator Hβ is self-adjoint for
any β = {βn}∞n=1 ⊂ R. Since xn = nε, we get dn ≍ nε−1 and
∑n
j=1 d
3
j ≍ n3ε−2. Therefore, the
following is true:
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(i) If ε ≥ 1/2, then for any β the spectrum of Hβ is not discrete.
(ii) If ε < 1/2 and either β−n ≥ −Cn3ε−3, n ∈ N or β−n ≤ −Cn1−ε, n ∈ N, with some positive
constant C > 0, then the spectrum of Hβ is not discrete.
(iii) Assume ε < 1/2 and βn + dn = βn + n
ε − (n − 1)ε ≥ 0, n ∈ N. Then the operator Hβ has
discrete spectrum if and only if
lim
n→∞
nε
∞∑
j=n
(βj + j
ε − (j − 1)ε) = 0.
6.5 Semiboundedness
Combining Theorem 4.5 (iii) with Proposition 6.1, we arrive at the following result.
Theorem 6.14. The operator HX,β with δ
′-interactions on X is lower semibounded if and only if
the Jacobi operator BX,β of the form (6.3) is lower semibounded.
Proposition 6.15. For the operator HX,β to be lower semibounded it is necessary that
1
βn
≥ −C1dn − 1
dn
, and
1
βn
≥ −C1dn+1 − 1
dn+1
, n ∈ N, (6.21)
and it is sufficient that
1
βn
≥ −C2min{dn, dn+1}, n ∈ N, (6.22)
with some positive constants C1, C2 > 0 independent of n ∈ N.
Proof. By Theorem 6.14, HX,β is lower semibounded if and only if the matrix (6.3) is lower
semibounded. First, consider the representation (6.8). Let V1 and V2 be the unitary mappings
defined by (6.16) and V := V1 ⊕ V2. Then it is easy to check that
V RXV
−1 =
(
DX 0
0 DX
)
, V (I + U)V −1 =
(
I U
I I
)
, V DX,βV
−1 =
(
DX 0
0 Bβ
)
,
where DX := diag(dn), Bβ = diag(βn), I = Il2 , and U is unilateral shift in l2. After straightforward
calculations we obtain
B˜X,β := V B
′
X,βV
−1 =
(
D−2X +D
−1/2
X UB−1β U∗D−1/2X D−1/2X UB−1β D−1/2X +D−2X
D
−1/2
X B−1β U∗D−1/2X +D−2X D−2X + B−1β D−1X
)
,
where U+ is unilateral shift in H+. Therefore, inequalities
D−2X + B−1β D−1X ≥ −C1I, D−2X +D−1/2X UB−1β U∗D−1/2X ≥ −C1I
are necessary for the operator BX,β to be lower semibounded. The latter is equivalent to (6.21).
To prove sufficiency we use the representation (6.4) of BX,β. By (4.11), QX ≤ 0 and hence
the operator BX,β is lower semibounded whenever the operator R
−1
X B˜βR
−1
X is lower semibounded.
The latter is equivalent to the validity of the following inequalities( 1
βn
1
βn
1
βn
1
βn
)
≥ −C˜2
(
dn 0
0 dn+1
)
, n ∈ N,
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with the constant C˜2 > 0 independent of n ∈ N. Thus condition (6.22) is sufficient for lower
semiboundedness. The proof is completed.
Corollary 6.16. Let 0 < d∗ ≤ d∗ <∞. Then the Hamiltonian HX,β is lower semibounded if and
only if { 1
βn
}∞n=1 is lower semibounded.
7 Operators with δ-interactions and semibounded poten-
tials
The results of Section 5 are stable under perturbations by L∞ potentials q since deficiency indices,
discreteness, and lower semiboundedness are stable under bounded perturbation. In particular,
the results of Section 5 hold true for operators
HX,α,q = − d
2
dx2
+ q(x) +
∞∑
n=1
αnδ(x− xn), q ∈ L∞(I). (7.1)
Moreover, it follows from [18, Theorem 3.1] that self-adjointness is stable under perturbations by
lower semibounded potentials if d∗ > 0.
The main aim of this section is to show that in the case d∗ = 0 the situation is substantially
different. Namely, we will show that self-adjointness of the operators with δ-interactions is not
stable under perturbations by positive potentials q if d∗ = 0.
Let I = R+, x0 = 0, xn − xn−1 = dn := 1n , n ∈ N. Set
qa(x) := a
2
∞∑
n=1
n2χ(xn−1,xn)(x), a ∈ R+. (7.2)
Consider the operator
HX,α,qa = −
d2
dx2
+ qa(x) + a
2
∞∑
n=1
αnδ(x− xn). (7.3)
The corresponding minimal symmetric operator Hmin has the form
Hmin = ⊕∞n=1Hn, Hn := −
d2
dx2
+ a2n2, dom(Hn) =W
2,2
0 [xn−1, xn]. (7.4)
In the following proposition we construct a boundary triplet for H∗min.
Proposition 7.1. For f ∈ W 22 [xn−1, xn], define the mappings Γ(n)j :W 22 [xn−1, xn]→ C2,
Γ
(n)
0 f :=
(
d
1/2
n f(xn−1+)
−d1/2n f(xn−)
)
, Γ
(n)
1 f :=
(
dnf ′(xn−1+)+(ε1f(xn−1+)−ε2f(xn−))
d
3/2
n
dnf ′(xn−)+(ε1f(xn−1+)−ε2f(xn−))
d
3/2
n
)
, (7.5)
where
dn =
1
n
, ε1 = ε1(a) := a
cosh a
sinh a
, ε2 = ε2(a) :=
a
sinh a
. (7.6)
Then:
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(i) For any n ∈ N the triplet Πn = {C2,Γ(n)0 ,Γ(n)1 } is a boundary triplet for H∗n.
(ii) The direct sum Π = ⊕∞n=1Πn is a boundary triplet for the operator H∗min.
Proof. (i) Straightforward.
(ii) Note that the triplet Π˜n = {C2, Γ˜(n)0 , Γ˜(n)1 } defined by (4.5) forms a boundary triplet for
the operator H∗n defined by (7.4). The corresponding Weyl function M˜n(·) is
M˜n(z) = −
√
z − a2n2
sin
√
z/n2 − a2
(
cos
√
z/n2 − a2 1
1 cos
√
z/n2 − a2
)
, z ∈ C+. (7.7)
It is easily seen that Π˜ := ⊕∞n=1Π˜n is not an ordinary boundary triplet for H∗min. On the other
hand, triplets Π˜n and Πn of the form (4.5) and (7.5), respectively, are connected by
Γ
(n)
0 = RnΓ˜
(n)
0 , Γ
(n)
1 = R
−1
n (Γ˜
(n)
1 −QnΓ˜(n)0 ), (7.8)
where
Qn := M˜n(0) =
( −nε1(a) −nε2(a)
−nε2(a) −nε1(a)
)
and Rn =
(
n−1/2 0
0 n−1/2
)
.
The corresponding Weyl functions Mn(·) and M˜n(·) are connected by Mn(z) = R−1n (M˜n(z) −
Qn)R
−1
n . Clearly, relations (7.8) coincide with (3.28). Moreover, direct calculations show that
Mn(0) = 0, M
′
n(0) = R
−1
n M˜
′
n(0)R
−1
n = a
−2
(
(a− ε1(a))(ε1(a)− 1) ε2(a)− ε1(a)ε2(a)
ε2(a)− ε1(a)ε2(a) (a− ε1(a))(ε1(a)− 1)
)
.
Therefore, by Corollary 3.15, the direct sum Π = ⊕∞n=1Πn forms a boundary triplet for H∗min.
Arguing as in Subsection 5.1, we obtain that the operator HX,α,qa admits the representation
HX,α,qa = HΘ := H
∗
min⌈dom(HΘ), domHΘ := {f ∈ dom(H∗min) : {Γ0,Γ1} ∈ Θ},
where Γ0 = ⊕∞n=1Γ(n)0 and Γ1 = ⊕∞n=1Γ(n)1 are defined by (7.5) and the operator part Θop of the
linear relation Θ ∈ C˜(H) is unitary equivalent to the following Jacobi matrix
BX,α,qa = R˜
−1
X (BX(a) +Aα)R˜−1X , BX(a) =

3ε1(a) 2ε2(a) 0 0 . . .
2ε2(a) 5ε1(a) 3ε2(a) 0 . . .
0 3ε2(a) 7ε1(a) 4ε2(a) . . .
0 0 4ε2(a) 9ε1(a) . . .
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
 ,
and R˜X = diag(r˜n), r˜n :=
√
1
n
+
1
n + 1
, Aα = diag(αn). (7.9)
Thus we arrive at the following result.
Proposition 7.2. Let qa be defined by (7.2) and let BX,α,qa be the minimal symmetric operator
associated with the Jacobi matrix (7.9). Then the operator HX,α,qa has equal deficiency indices and
n±(HX,α,qa) = n±(BX,α,qa) ≤ 1. In particular, HX,α,qa is self-adjoint if and only if so is BX,α,qa.
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Proof is straightforward and we omit it.
Let us consider ε1(a), a > 0. Since lima→0 ε1(a) = 1 and ε1(a) ≈ a as a → +∞, there exists
a0 > 0 such that
ε1(a0) = 2. (7.10)
Corollary 7.3. Let I = R+, dn = 1/n, and αn = −4n− 2, n ∈ N.
(i) The Hamiltonian
HX,α,0 = − d
2
dx2
−
∞∑
n=1
(4n+ 2)δ(x− xn),
is self-adjoint.
(ii) Let a0 be defined by (7.10). Then the Hamiltonian
HX,α,qa = −
d2
dx2
+ a20
∞∑
n=1
n2χ(xn−1,xn) −
∞∑
n=1
(4n+ 2)δ(x− xn),
is symmetric with n±(HX,α,qa) = 1.
Proof. (i) follows from Example 5.12 (ii).
(ii) Consider the matrix BX,α,qa with a = a0. Clearly, αn = −ε1(a0)(2n + 1) and hence the
diagonal entries of BX,α,qa equal zero. The offdiagonal entries bn = n
ε2(a0)
ernern+1
satisfies bn ≈ ε2(a0)n2/4
and hence {b−1n }∞n=1 ∈ l1. Moreover, bn−1bn+1 ≤ b2n holds for all n ∈ N. Therefore, Berezanskii’s
test [6, Theorem VII.1.5] implies n±(BX,α,qa) = 1. By Proposition 7.2, n±(HX,α,qa) = 1.
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